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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to explore some of the 
interrelationships among variables pertaining to company 
and formal organization characteristics, management attri­
butes, incentive conditions, worker characteristics, per­
sonnel performance, and organizational functions in a sample 
of manufacturing firms. The correlations among the 8l+ 
variables were factor analyzed and the factors rotated to a 
simple structure.
Fourteen dimensions of organizational attributes and 
behavior were isolated and interpreted. The factors were 
interpreted as follows: I. Size of Organization; II. Eco­
nomic Growth; III. Tardiness vs. Family Responsibility; IV. 
Pay-Skill Level; V. Personnel Tenure; VI. Ownership and 
Concern for Organizational Interests; VII. Work-force Re­
duction and Job Mechanization; VIII. Technical Personnel 
and Controls vs. Protection Against Human Liabilities; IX. 
Minority Group Composition; X. Improvement of Working Con­
ditions; XI. Retail Sales Personnel and Authority Conflict 
Behaviors; XII. Community and Employee Support vs. Work 
Output Restriction; XIII. Personnel Selectivity; XIV. Al­
locations to Labor vs. Product Development.
The size of the firm was found to be a far greater 
source of variance than was the age of the firm. However,
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neither size nor age was appreciably related to measures of 
personnel performance and organizational functioning. Per­
sonnel performance and organizational functioning varied 
with factors that could be controlled (e.g. recreation and 
savings-investment programs) rather than with the enduring 
and unalterable conditions of an organization such as size 
and age.
Management tenure and experience were completely inde­
pendent of other management characteristics such as age, 
education, pay level, and incidence of promotions. Most 
important, management tenure and experience were conspicu­
ously independent of other variables, especially those in­
volving personnel performance and organization functioning.
In regard to incentives, pay level tended to be related 
to worker characteristics pertaining to skill and education 
and was independent of personnel performance and organiza­
tional functioning. Quite the opposite held true for 
recreation and savings-investment programs which were es­
sentially independent of worker characteristics, but related 
to a number of personnel performance and organizational 
functioning variables.
Following the pattern of management attributes, em­
ployee tenure was independent of other worker characteristics, 
especially those involving skill and education. Moreover, 
all the worker characteristics mentioned above were completely 
independent of personnel performance measures. A striking
viii
feature of worker characteristics was that they seemed to 
involve rather independent loyalties or commitments to 
various organizations or social groups. Furthermore, each 
one of these loyalties or commitments tended to be related 
to unique personnel behaviors.
Productivity, job aversion, and theft were mutually 
independent behaviors. However, job aversion behaviors 
split up into a number of independent components, each one 
being associated with unique conditions within the organi­
zation. Productivity was found to have no simple relation­
ships with other variables.
A number of independent dimensions of organization 
functioning could be interpreted in terms of what group of 
organizational ’’participants" benefit or are effected one 
way or another by the organization. The interdependence of 
personnel performance and organization functioning was 
noticeably absent in many respects.
Probably the most significant aspect of this investi­
gation is its demonstration of the complex relationships 
that can be expected to exist between various organizational 
attributes and behaviors. As more variables are taken into 
consideration, relationships among the original variables 
become altered and take on new significance.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years much theory and consequent research on 
organizational behavior has been evident. However, March 
and Simon (195&) point out that the writings about organiza­
tions are scattered and diverse, and that the literature 
discloses large discrepancies between hypotheses and evi­
dence. While the literature contains many assertions, there 
is little data to back them up.
Approaches to Organization Theory
Organizational theory is the focus of several disci­
plines and conceptual schemes. Bowen (1957) remarks that 
the business enterprise is subject to economic, sociological, 
and psychological analysis. Likewise, March and Simon (195&) 
note that organization theory and related empirical data stem 
from the following sources: the writings of executives and
administrators, the scientific management movement, sociol­
ogists, social psychologists, political scientists, and 
economists. While all the aforementioned framework have 
particular advantages, the present investigation was mainly 
concerned with examining organizational behavior from a 
social psychological viewpoint as expressed by theorists 
such as March and Simon (195&), Haire (1959)> Likert (1959)> 
Argyris (I960), Bass (I960), and McGregor (i9 6 0 ).
Haire (1959) comments that we find not only different
approaches to the problem, but also different views as to 
the nature of the problem. For example, Argyris (i960) and 
Likert (1959) emphasize motivational aspects while Marschak
(1959), Rapaport (1959), and Cyert and March (1959) focus 
on decision-making. Others such as Cartwright (1959) uti­
lize mathematical theory, e.g., graph theory. Whyte (1959) 
uses an interaction approach while Bass (i9 6 0 ) conceptual­
izes organizational behavior through a broad behavioristic 
approach. Resrarch on this topic had traditionally been 
carried out through laboratory investigation, field experi­
ments, and the intraorganizational approach.
Laboratory Studies
Laboratory investigations of the relationship between 
communication structure and task performance in groups have 
been conducted by Bavelas (1950), Leavitt (1951)* Shaw 
(1955)* and more recently by Mulder (i9 6 0 ). Bass (I9 6I) has 
demonstrated differences in effectiveness between simulated 
organizations involving overlapping committee and line-staff 
structures. Research is currently in progress at Louisiana 
State University employing simulation of certain organiza­
tional features in the laboratory in order to investigate 
some of the problems where persons in specified roles (mid­
dle management) have to fulfill both the needs of their 
respective superiors and subordinates— the problem of the 
"man in the middle." Kennedy (1959) and Hoggatt (1959) have
argued for the use of business games to study organizational 
decision-making* Although little laboratory research has 
been directed toward the investigation of industrial organi­
zations per se, much laboratory research which has been con­
ducted on small groups may be considered to have relevance 
to the process and perhaps particularly the unprogrammed 
activities of groups that occur in formal organizations. The 
results and implications of the numerous research studies of 
small groups have been summarized by Bass (i9 6 0 ) and Cart­
wright and Zander (i9 6 0 ).
Field Experiments
Field experiments are characterized by the actual ma­
nipulation of variables rather than just by survey and 
correlational analysis. Coch and French (194&) have carried 
out field experiments involving the effect of various types 
of supervision on worker performance. In general, field ex­
periments involving organizations, especially those involving 
the manipulation of major variables, are quite scarce for the 
obvious reason of interference in organizational procedure.
Intraorganizational Studies
The intraorganizational approach has been utilized by
Shartle (1956), McGregor (i9 6 0 ), Rubenstein (i9 6 0 ), Argyris
\
(i9 6 0 ), and Tannenbaum, Wechsler, and Massarik (1961).
These researchers' attempt to support their hypotheses by 
survey and correlational, analysis of personnel variables
within organizations, analysis of unit (e.g. departmental) 
operations, participant observation and interview findings. 
Examples of the correlational method, which is by far the 
most common intraorganization approaches are illustrated by 
Baumgartel and Sobel (1959) in an investigation of the corre­
lates of absenteeism, and by Kerr (1950) who correlates 
labor turnover with 24 other variables.
It should be noted that field experiments also are 
intraorganizational in nature. However, the generality of 
the findings of such experimentation and knowledge of the 
factors influencing the experimental variables is largely 
unknown. It is apparent that successful experimentation of 
this kind would be unlikely if attempted in organizations 
which were not particularly hospitable to psychological con­
sultants and their research efforts.
Most of the current literature of research on real-life 
organizations has been provided by the intraorganizational 
approach. Such research typically involves the investiga­
tion of one or a small number of firms. Frequently, one 
sub-unit rather than the whole organization is examined, as 
exemplified by the study of Katz, Macoby, and Morse (1951) 
in their investigation of supervision in a specific office 
situation. The possibility of generalizing from such 
studies has been necessarily curtailed because there has 
been no sampling of organizations, of time periods, or con­
trol over the relevant organizational variables which would
explain the circumstances under which relationships do or 
do not occur.
Organizational Sampling Surveys
An approach which is considered more appropriate for 
the objectives of organizational, study and which overcomes 
many of the mentioned limitations involves the use of 
sampling surveys whereby data can be gathered from a large 
number of organizations. Palmer (1961) examined 35 organi­
zational survey variables pertaining to organizational con­
ditions and personnel performance for a sample of 1SS 
manufacturing firms in a southern metropolitan region. An 
analysis resulted in eight orthogonal rotated factors. The 
factors were identified as follows: Retirement Welfare,
Cooperation with Survey, Size of Work Force, Thrift Benefits, 
Cost of Sickness vs. Use of Machinery, Job Aversion (e.g. 
lates, turnover, grievances, and complaints), Insurance 
Benefits and, finally Product Theft vs. Discounts on Product.
Examination of the rotated factors indicated no support 
for Revans1 (1956) notion that less favorable performance is 
associated with larger firms. Palmer*s (1961) analysis also 
disclosed that productivity, job aversion, and theft were 
mutually independent behaviors and further that job aversion 
behavior was unrelated to any positive incentive conditions 
investigated. Each of these independent behaviors was found 
to be related to different organizational conditions.
The Present Study
The purposes of the present study were as follows:
1) the isolation of various independent dimensions of 
organizational behavior and attributes (the identi­
fication of major sources of variance among compa­
nies) and the general relationship among variables;
2) discussing the dimensions in relation to current 
theory and research, especially with reference to 
Palmer's findings;
3) examining the relationships between organizational 
effectiveness, personnel performance and the ex­
tracted factors; determining the characteristics 
of the factors related to personal performance and 
organizational effectiveness.
Using Palmer's (1961) factor resolution as a guide to 
some of the factors, it was expected that similar as well 
as new factors would be uncovered in the present investiga­
tion. The comparable factors were hypothesized to differ 
in that more variables were expected to load on the factors 
extracted in the present investigation thereby changing, at 
least to some extent, the interpretation. Previously un­
identified factors were expected because of the inclusion 
of more and diverse variables.
The determinants of organizational behavior are so 
numerous that any one research project could only hope to 
explore but a fraction of them. Shartle (1956) pointed out 
that a variety of external factors (i.e., cultural milieu, 
economic and social conditions) influence and interact with 
the internal organizational conditions with which the 
present analysis was concerned. Supporting Shartle's
7observation, Bowen (1957) enumerated a comprehensive list 
of variables that influence organizational behavior.
With these thoughts in mind, the present investiga­
tion was concerned with a factor analysis of a limited 
number of variables. The areas investigated were as fol­
lows: company and formal organization characteristics,
management attributes, incentive conditions, worker 
characteristics, personnel performance, and organizational 
effectiveness. The specific variables subsumed under each 
of these categories are presented in Appendix A.
It should be noted that the grouping of the variables 
under these six classifications is somewhat arbitrary in 
that some of the variables could be subsumed under more 
than one heading. It seems appropriate at this point to 
discuss briefly each classification with respect to the 
rationale involved in selecting the particular variables to 
be examined. In general, the criteria for selection were 
as follows: 1) relevance or importance as indicated by
current theory and research, 2) facilitating factor identi­
fication by including Palmer*s (1961) factor markers, 3) 
assessability of the information, and 4) objectivity of 
recording the data. It is important to realize that not 
all the variables considered in this study were selected 
to define factors and provide factor saturations, but that 
some of them were included as controls so that specified in­
fluences such as size and age of firm could be recognized
and partialled out.
Sixteen of Palmer’s (1961) factor marker variables 
were included in the present investigation in order to ex­
tend factorial validation and the analysis of interrelation­
ships. These 16 factor marker variables are identified in 
Table 3» The inclusion of more variables will as a rule 
increase factor identification. Consequently, Palmer’s 
(I9 6I) factors may be better determined and qualified in 
the presence of a broader range of variables. Also, in this 
maimer, the extent of factorial invariance can be examined.
Company and Formal Organization Characteristics. Size 
tends to be the most important consideration here and is 
defined by a large number of the variables included in this 
section. March and Simon (195&) and Revans (195&) support 
the notion that personnel performance is better in smaller 
organizations. However, Palmer’s (I9 6I) analysis suggested 
that size per se had no demonstrable relationship with per­
sonnel performance.
Organization structure attributes, such as extent of 
departmentation, scalar stratification within management, 
and employee-foreman ratio, were included because there is 
some speculation regarding their influence on personnel 
performance and organizational effectiveness. In laboratory 
investigations Bavelas (1950), Leavitt (1951)» and Shaw
(1 9 5 5 ) have shown relationships between formal communication
channels and task effectiveness.
In regard to vertical structure, Worthy (1950) refers 
to the unique case of Sears, Roebuck and Company which he 
describes as broad or flat in contrast to the tall or 
vertical structures generally found. Interestingly enough, 
there are only four levels of supervision between the presi­
dent and the salespeople in this organization of approxi­
mately 110,000 employees. Consequently, the principle of 
span of control was violated and decentralization was in­
creased. According to Urwick (1944), violation of the 
span of control reduces efficiency. In contrast, Haire 
(1959) points out that the assumptions underlying the span 
of control are tenuous and open to investigation. The em- 
ployee-foreman ratio gives us a rough indication of the 
size of work groups which is hypothesized to be related to 
various efficiency measures of group performance. Marriot 
(1951) states that in an automobile manufacturing concern 
productivity per worker decreased as size of work-group 
increased.
Management Attributes. The variables in this section 
tend to cluster around experience, education, age, and 
monetary reward for management. There is little doubt that 
these factors affect executive behavior which in turn should 
be related to personnel performance and especially organiza­
tional effectiveness. The importance of executive behavior 
in relation to effectiveness has been emphasized by Shartle
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(1956) and is given further support by the large expendi­
tures in time, money, and effort devoted to management 
development by a large number of firms.
Incentive Conditions. Benefits, and Programs. The 
role of financial incentives in maintaining and promoting 
task performance was widely incorporated into the early 
classical organization theory. Here it was assumed that 
work was unpleasant and performance could only be main­
tained by monetary reward. Although financial incentives 
in relation to task performance have tended to be over­
emphasized (Likert, 1959; Argyris, I960; and McGregor,
I960), it is highly probable that incentive structure is an 
important characteristic of organizations especially in re­
lation to certain aspects of personnel performance (Viteles, 
1953).
A large number of the variables considered here com­
prise various fringe benefits. The importance of fringe 
benefits is attested by the fact that in some instances 
fringe benefits comprise upwards to 20% of total wages paid 
and also by their importance as judged by employees and 
unions.
The remaining variables attempt to measure pay level, 
pay differentials, worker comfort, and incidence of advance­
ment. McGregor (i9 6 0 ) believes that pay differentials can 
be a constant source of trouble; and Ghiselli and Brown 
(19A&) suggest that whenever management introduces programs
11
to increase worker comfort, safety, and satisfaction, such 
programs lead in the long run to higher profits.
Worker Characteristics. Much theory and research has 
been concerned with the human element, especially the re­
lationship between characteristics of the work group and 
measures of personnel performance. The variables included 
here attempted to define the following characteristics of 
the worker: skill level, age, ethnic and religious back­
ground, education, unionization, and sex. Morse (1953) 
found a negative relationship between skill level and vol­
untary turnover. March and Simon (195$) hypothesize lower 
turnover among minority groups while Myers and MacLauren 
(1 9 4 3 ) present evidence for high turnover for males than for 
females. Van Zelst (1954) presents evidence that accident 
rates decrease with age. Blau (1957) suspects that the lack 
of work groups on the assembly line might result in stronger 
union identification and higher turnover and absenteeism.
In one respect, these variables can be looked upon as pro­
viding general measures of personnel homogeneity whose im­
portance in relation to effective group behavior has been 
emphasized by Likert (195$) and Bass (i9 6 0).
Personnel Performance. Personnel performance, along 
with organizational effectiveness, are usually thought of as 
two groups of criterion measures. Thorndike (1949) regards 
them as intermediate and ultimate criteria respectively.
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Personnel performance measures have been traditionally used 
as criteria in industrial studies investigating their re­
lationship with other factors in the industrial complex*
The previous section contains examples of such relationships.
The personnel performance measures center around such 
indices as accidents, turnover, grievances, lateness, pro­
duction, equipment maintenance, advancement requests, theft, 
work stoppage, and management-worker conflict. Palmer*s
(1 9 6 1 ) analysis indicated job aversion (lates, turnover, 
grievances, etc.), production, and theft to be mutually in­
dependent work behaviors. He interpreted these results in 
support of Herzberg, Mausner, and Synderman's (I9 6I) two- 
component hypothesis that productivity tends to be associa­
ted with positive incentives while job aversion may be 
related to independent dissatisfiers. Palmer*s (1961) 
analysis did not disclose what these dissatisfiers were. 
Castle (1956) found support of the theory that one factor 
contributes to the cause of accidents and desire to withdraw 
from the work situation. In a review of the literature, 
Brayfield and Crockett (1955) found no consistent relations 
among measures of production, absences, and voluntary turn­
over. It will be interesting to examine the organization 
conditions associated with these hypothesized independent 
cluster of personnel performance. Part of the rationale for 
including performance measures is their expected facilita­
tion in identifying •'Important” correlates of personnel and
13
organizational functioning.
Organization Effectiveness. Bass (1952) and others 
have proclaimed that the ultimate criteria of organizational 
worth should be expanded to include** the worth of the organi­
zation both to the worker and society as well as its worth 
in terms of productivity and profits. This was kept in 
mind in the selection of variables to measure organizational 
effectiveness. An attempt was made to include various meas­
ures of growth (a number of which are related to economic 
growth in one way or another), contributions to society, 
efficiency, and attractiveness. Support for including some 
of the variables purporting to measure effectiveness is 
given by Dent (1959) who through executive interviews con­
cluded that the aims of management were, in part, to make 
money, pay dividends, grow, and stay ahead of competitors.
Again, it is of interest to examine the dimensions that 
are related to organizational effectiveness. Of particular 
interest are the relationships disclosed between the two 
classes of measures concerned with personnel and organiza­
tional functioning.
PROCEDURE
Questionnaire
A multiple choice questionnaire containing ^4 items 
pertaining to the six areas of organizational attributes and 
behavior discussed previously was developed and pretested on 
a sample of local manufacturers. The 54 variables grouped 
under the six categories are presented in Appendix A.
Sample Survey
A representative sample of 2,935 manufacturing firms 
residing throughout the continental United States was de­
veloped. The number of firms selected from each state was 
based on the proportion of manufacturing in the respective 
states according to the 1961 U.S. Statistical Abstracts. 
However, within each state the firms were drawn at random 
from the appropriate state directory of manufacturers. With 
each questionnaire was sent an explanatory covering letter, 
a postage-paid return envelope, and two IBM mark-sense cards 
for recording answers as detailed in the appendix. Each 
company was offered a free summary report if they desired 
one. The participating firms were assured that all informa­
tion would be kept confidential.
Reliability of Reports
A sample of 200 original respondents was retested in
14
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order to check the consistency of answering the items*
This second request, again conducted by letter, asked compa­
nies to help in verifying the accuracy of our records* A 
copy of this letter may be found in Appendix E.
Nonresponse
A random sample of 300 nonrespondents was requestioned 
by letter in order to gain an indication of the direction of 
nonresponse bias* A copy of the letter directed to the non­
respondents can be found in Appendix F. Originally it was 
intended that differences in the proportions between follow- 
up and original respondents would be computed and a bias 
scale constructed from these differences correlated with the 
loadings on each factor. But due to the small response (28) 
of the follow-up sample, the procedure was modified. The 
direction and magnitude of the differences in the proportions 
(based on median cuts of the original distribution) between 
follow-up and original respondents were visually examined for 
relationships with both the significant loadings on each fac­
tor and the six categories of organizational attributes and 
behavior.
Data Analysis
For this analysis it was assumed that linear regressions 
accounted for a major proportion of the variance, even though 
some regressions would be expected to involve more complex 
functions* Accordingly, Pearson linear product moment
correlations were utilized to compute the intercorrelations 
between the 6 4 variables. Where some respondents reported 
no information for some questions, correlations among the 
variables were based upon the number of cases common to each 
pair of variables. The N for the correlations ranged from 
66 to 232. However, the majority of the correlations were 
based on an N of 180 or more and in only four instances were 
the correlations based on an N of less than 100.
The 3,466 correlations were subjected to a principal 
components analysis (Hotelling, 1933) and rotated to nearly 
orthogonal, simple structure by the varimax method (Kaiser, 
1956). The decision to stop factoring was based upon the 
diminishing contributions to the total variance of the suc­
cessively extracted factors.
RESULTS
Returns
Eight percent (234) of the 2,93^ questionnaires were 
returned* The distribution of the returns, classified ac­
cording to type of product manufactured and geographical 
location, are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively* Ap­
pendix A discloses the frequency distribution of the options 
selected for each of the 6 4 items* The low percentage of 
returns is attributed in part to the length of the question­
naire, the reluctance to reveal certain information, and the 
low pulling power of a general appeal by letter*
Reliability of Reports
Thirteen percent (26) of the 200 firms retested for 
consistency responded. On this basis reliability coef­
ficients were computed* The reliability for each item is 
shown in Table 3* The average reliability coefficient for 
the 6 4 variables was *73* Under Spearman-Brown assumptions 
for a sample approximately 9 times as large, the average re­
liability was .9 6 * It should be noted that the reliability 
coefficients were not altogether adequate measures of the 
consistency of reporting* The proportion of agreement was 
quite high, but because of little or no variance in one or 
both of the distributions a number of the corresponding
17
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TABLE 1
RETURNS BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATIONa 
(N=23 4)
Product Class
Percent of 
Returns
Percent in Actual 
Population*3
Fabricated Metals 16.7 7.7
Food 13.7 14.6
Non-Electrical Machinery 10.3 not available
Printing and Publishing 7.7 11.3
Stone, Clay, and Glass 7.7 not available
Primary Metals 6.0 2.2
Lumber 5.6 14.5
Chemical and Allied 5.6 3.9
Furniture 3.6 3.6
Apparel 3.^ 10.9
Electrical Machinery 3.0 not available
Miscellaneous 3.0 5.1
Textiles 2.6 2.8
Paper autid Allied Products 2.1 1.7
Petroleum 2.1 .4
Leather 2.1 1.7
Transportation Equipment 1.7 1.9
Rubber and Plastics 1.7 1.3
Scientific and Control Instru­
ments .9 1.1
Tobacco • h .2
TOTAL 100
This is the standard industrial classification as given 
by the Bureau of the Budget in 1957*
b. These percentages are based on the U.S. Statistical 
Abstracts (1961).
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TABLE 2
RETURNS BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
(N=234)
Geographic Location
Percent of 
Returns
Percent in Actual 
Population3-
New England 8.1 8.6
Middle Atlantic 16.2 28.7
East North Central 26.9 20.6
West North Central a.9 6.6
South Atlantic 11.5 10.6
East South Central 3.0 4.5
West South Central 5.2 5.7
Mountain 4.7 2.3
Pacific 15.3 12.3
jg|
These percentages 
Abstracts (1961)•
are based on the U.S. Statistical
TABLE 3
RELIABILITIES FOR ORIGINAL RESPONDENTS AND PROPORTIONS FOR 
ORIGINAL AND NONRESPONDENT RETURNS3-
Reliability Proportion Proportion
For Original Above Median Above Median For
Variable Respondents For Originals N on-Respondent s
(N=234) (N=23)
Company and 
Formal Organi­
zation Charac­
teristics_____
1. Age of firm 36b 47 57
2. Number of 
employees 99 50 4 6
3. Community
population 9a 46 54
4- Quality control 
methods* 25 71 6 4
5 • Production for 
inventory vs. 
order 60 24 39
6. Retail sales 
personnel 73 5a 57
7. Product distri­
bution 91 5a 75
S. Management per­
sonnel 59 5a 57
9. Employee-foreman 
ratio 60 54 50
10. Management
levels 61 45 39
11. Departments 74 44 63
12. Staff 67 5a 6 4
13- Research and
development
personnel 63 65 63
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TABLE 3 Cont'd.
Reliability Proportion Proportion
For Original Above Median Above Median For
Variable Respondents For Originals N on-Respondents
(N=234) (N=26)
Management
Attributes
r-{ Management
payment
plans 75 64 57
15. Management
tenure 67 47 64
16. Sub-management 
tenure 66 50 36
17. Managerial ex­
perience 69 46 43
16. Management pay 
differential 57 56 64
19. Management
stockholders 66 53 54
20. Management
education 67 56 61
21. Management pay 
level 75 55 43
22. Management age 76 60 75
23. Committee meet­
ings 90 61 75
24. Management Pro­
motion from 
within 97 52 75
Incentive Conditions 
Programs, and Bene­
fits
25• Plant worker 
pay level
9
65 47 46
26. Office worker 
pay level 67 50 54
27. Community pay 
rates 60 52 57
26. Recreational 
facilities* 71 34 32
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TABLE 3 Cont'd.
Reliability Proportion Proportion
For Original Above Median Above Median For
Variable Respondents For Originals Non-Respondents
(N=234) (N=28)
29. Pay differential 
for production
workers 51 43 33
30. Pension program* 63 30 32
31. Group Insurance* 100 81 75
32. Savings-invest-
plan* 56 15 07
33. Sick pay* 100 82 79
34. Discount* 93 51 57
35. Cost of fringe
benefits 73 53 6 4
36. Pay increases 61 49 57
37. Promotions 65 56 46
36. Working con­
ditions 80 52 50
Worker Characteristics
39. Stockholders 71 30 21
40. Hourly paid
63workers 6 4 57
41 • Employees trav­
elling 10 or more
4 6miles to work 81 50
4 2 . Catholic employ­
ees 96 46 57
43. Machine operator 65 55 57
44* American-born
white Christians 87 37 43
45. Union members* 96 62 79
4 6 . High school
81 4 6graduates 43
47. Worker tenure 88 41 50
4 6 . Male workers 82 52 35
49. Workers married 
with 2 or more
children 80 47 35
50. Skilled laborers 75 50 50
51. Worker age 91 59 68
52. Negro Employees 64 61 6 4
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TABLE 3 Cont'd.
Reliability Proportion Proportion
For Original Above Median Above Median For
Variable Respondents For Originals Non-Respondents
(N=234) (N=28)
Personnel Performance
53. Machine down
time 77 45 36
54. Accidental damage
to plant or
63 61equipment 57
55. Strikes, etc. 00 88 93
56. Substandard
production* 77 60 57
57. Absentees* 58 51 4 6
58. Grievances* 79 68 57
59. Turnover* 55 61 61
60. Lates (p.m.)* 88 66 61
61. Theft* 24 66 61
62. Superior- 
subordinate con­
flicts 45 78 75
63. Accidents 90 54 54
6 4 . Discharges 78 58 46
6 5 . Lates (a.m.)* 89 65 54
66. Promotion re­
quests 92 65 57
67. Pay requests 58 49 54
66. Personality
67problems 59 71
Organizational Function
6 9 . Jobs eliminated 84 63 72
70. New products 86 50 43
71. Civic contribu­
tions 71 47 32
72. Selection ratio 89 50 39
73. Customer com­
plaints 74 55 54
74. Dividends (in­
crease or de­
crease) 67 50 57
75. Applicants
(increase or
50decrease) 62 49
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TABLE 3 Cont'd.
Reliability 
For Original 
Variable Respondents
Proportion 
Above Median 
For Originals 
(N=234)
Proportion 
Above Median For 
N on-Respondents 
(N=28)
76. Sales
volume (in­
crease or 
decrease 55 58 46
77. Profit/net
worth 96 54 36
78. Employees (in­
crease or 
decrease 90 45 39
79. Profits (increase 
or decrease) 70 53 47
60. Investment in ex­
pansion (increase 
or decrease) 71 45 36
61. Work force 
reduction 67 59 71
82. Management civic 
office holders 0 6 53 75
Survey Controls
S3. Snyopsis desired 14 99 100
8k. Time to complete 
questionnaire 19 50 64
aThe proportions for both original and nonrespondents 
are based upon cuts made at the median of the original dis­
tribution* The proportions presented are those lying above 
the median in the direction of the smaller options.
^Decimals are omitted.
*These variables were factor markers in Palmerfs (1961) 
analysis.
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reliability indices were low.
Nonresponse Bias
Information was obtained from 9 percent (28) of the 300 
nonrespondent companies in the call-back sample. Table 3 
compares the response of each item for these 28 companies 
with the original 2 3 4 respondents. The proportions arrived 
at were based on median cuts made on the distributions of 
the original returns. Those proportions shown in Table 3 
are the proportions above the median (the lower numbered 
options). No statistical analyses were performed, but 
visual inspection of the direction of the differences in 
proportions seemed to indicate that original respondents 
tended to give more favorable reports in regard to personnel 
performance, Incentive conditions, and various attributes of 
both workers and management such as skill, education, and 
tenure. Original respondents tended to give somewhat less 
favorable reports of economic growth. Consequently, some 
bias has probably influenced those factors whose variance 
was primarily contributed to by the above mentioned sources. 
However, the extent of the influence of nonresponse bias was 
not disclosed.
Factors
The Pearson product moment correlations between the 
variables, the final rotated factor matrix, and the factor 
intercorrelation matrix are deposited with the Louisiana
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State University Library. Table 4 shows the significant 
loadings (*30 or greater) on all factors grouped according 
to the previously presented classification scheme. Some of 
the loadings in Table 4 are reflected for consistency so 
that the positive sign of a loading indicates the presence 
of higher magnitudes of a variable. The rotated factors are 
presented in descending order of common factor variance ac­
counted for. The percentage of common variance accounted 
for by each factor is shown in Table 4*
The first 14 unrotated factors extracted accounted for 
54 percent of the total variance. Factor I accounted for
16.6 percent of the total variance while Factor XIV only con­
tributed 1.6 percent of the total variance. In general, the 
examination of the 34 Lambdas suggests much specificity in 
the original intercorrelation matrix. After these 14 fac­
tors were rotated, it was found that Factor I accounted for
26.7 percent of the common variance while the remaining 13 
factors contributed from 7»9 to 3.& percent of the common 
variance. The rotated factors were nearly orthogonal., the 
correlations between factors ranging from .00 to »35« How­
ever, only two of the 91 intercorrelations were above .20.
In interpreting and discussing the factors, it should 
be kept in mind that the results of the present study need 
not necessarily agree with investigations conducted within 
companies and that furthermore it is impossible to answer 
questions pertaining to temporal, or casual relationships
TABLE 4
FACTOR STRUCTURE OF ORGANIZATION
Company and Formal 
Organization Characteristics Management Attributes
Incentive Conditions, 
Benefits, and Programs
I. Size of Organization (27%)a 
2. Employees (NO.) .92 24. Promotions from within (NO.) .87 35. Cost of fringe benefits .59
11. No. of departments .73 20. College graduates (NO.) .75 30. Pension .52
9. Employee - foreman ratio .70 22, Age (NO. 50 yrs, of age or .71 36. Pay increases (%) .38
10. No. of vertical levels .67 older) 37. Promotions (%) .36
13. Research & development .56 23. Committee meetings (NO.) .65 31. Group insurance .35
personnel (NO.) 21. Pay over 15,000 (NO.) .62 ' 28. Recreational facilities .34
7. Product distribution .47 18. Pay differential .60 33. Sick pay .32
1, Age of firm .31 19. Stockholders (NO.) .59 .
II. Economic Growth (84)
III. Tardiness vs. Family 
Responsibility (7%)
34. Discount (7.) .38
IV. Pay - Skill Level (7%)
25. Plant workers earning
over $400 (NO.)
26. Office workers earning
over $350 (NO.)
31. Group insurance
35. Cost of fringe benefits
.79
.76
.32
.32
V. Personnel Tenure (7%)
1. Age of firm .58 15. Tenure
17. Experience
16. Submanagement tenure
.84
.47
.41
VI. Ownership and Concern for
Organizational Interests (5%)
19. Stockholders (NO.) .30
VII. Workforce Reduction and 
Job Mechanization (57.)
5. Production for inventory
vs. order -.43
34. Discount (7.) -.34
VIII. Technical Personnel and 
Controls vs. Protection 
Against Human Liabilities (57.)
12. Staff (7.) -.67 
4. Quality control -.57
31. Group insurance .41
IX. Minority Group Composition (57.)
3. Community population .33
X. Improvement of Working 
Conditions f4%)
GANIZATIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND BEHAVIOR
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Worker Characteristics________________ — Personnel Performance  Organizational Function
s .59 39. Stockholders (%) .32 57. Absentees (ho.) .76 69. Jobs eliminated (HO.) .65
■ 52 45. Union members (X) .36 63. Accidents (HO.) .67 73. Customer complaints (HO.) .44
• 38 64. Discharges (HO.) .58 75. Applicants (% increase) .33
.36 58. Grievances (X) .49
.35 54. Damage to plant ($) .48
s .34 68. Personality problems (NO.) .46
.32 55. Strikes, etc. (NO.) .43
61. Theft (NO.) .34
66. Promotion requests (X) .30
51. Age (No. 40 yrs. of .36 79. profits (X increase or decrease) .87
age or older) 76. Sales (X increase or decrease) .81
78. Employees (X increase or decrease) .73
74. Dividends (X increase or decrease) .63
77. Profit/net worth .47
75. Applicants (X increase or decrease) .44
80. Expansion (X increase or decrease) .44
.38 49. Married and 2 
children (NO.)
.41 60. X lates (p.m.)
65. X lates (a.m.)
67. Pay requests (X)
58. Grievances (X)
56. Substandard production (X) 
53. Machine down time
.86 71. Civic support ($)
.71
.40
.37
.31
.30
.33
.79 50. Skilled laborers (X) .58
48. Male (X) .36
.76 46. High school graduates (%) .36
45. Union members (X) .33
.32 41. Travel 10 or more .32
s .32 miles to work (X)
47. Tenure .73 59. Turnover (X) .32
51. Age .51
39. Stockholders (X) .40
54. Damage to plant and 
equipment ($)
67. Pay requests (X)
53. Machine down time
-.52
.51
-.46
73. Customer complaints (NO.) -.36
-.34 39. Stockholders (X) .33 81. Reduced work force (NO.) .75
69. Jobs eliminated (X) .45
74. Dividends (X increase or decrease) .38
82. Management civic contributions
.41 46. High school graduates (X) -.42 (No. of office holders) -.32
Survey control
      83. Synopsis desired_____________________- .32
52. Negroes (X) .77
44. American-born white
Christians (X) -.77
43. Machine operators (7.)______ - .35
III. Tardiness vs. Family 
Responsibility (7%)
34. Discount (/',) .38
IV. Pav - Skill Level (7%)
25. Plant workers earning
over $400 (NO.)
26. Office workers earning
over $350 (NO.)
31. Group insurance
35. Cost of fringe benefits
.79
.76
.32
.32
V. Personnel Tenure (7%)
1. Age of firm .58 15. Tenure
17. Experience
16. Submanagement tenure
.84
.47
.41
VI. Ownership and Concern for
Organizational Interests (57.)
19. Stockholders (NO.) .30
VII. Workforce Reduction and 
Job Mechanization (5%)
5. Production for inventory
vs. order -.43
34. Discount (7.) -.34
VIII. Technical Personnel and 
Controls vs. Protection 
Against Human Liabilities (57.)
12. Staff (7.) -.67 
4. Quality control -.57
31. Group insurance .41
IX. Minority Group Composition (57.)
3. Community population .33
X. Improvement of Working 
Conditions (47.)
Research and develop­
ment personnel (NO.) .33
38. Improvement of working 
conditions ($) .75
XI. Retail Sales Personnel and
Authority Conflict Behaviors (47.)
6 . Retail sales force (NO.) .70
7. Product distribution -.31
XII. Community and Employee 
Support vs. Work Output 
Restriction (47)
7. Product distribution .32 16. Submanagement tenure .31 28. Recreational facilities 
32. Savings investment
-.41
-.39
XIII. Personnel Selectivity (47.)
27. Community pay rates .36
XIV. Allocations to Labor vs. 
Product Development (47.)
36. Pav increases (7.) .44
aThe percentage enclosed in the parentheses after each factor indicates the
percentage of common variance accounted for.
80. Expansion^^Lncreas^orde55^5
49. Married and 2 
children (NO.)
.41 60. X lates (p.m.)
65. X lates (a.m.)
67. Pay requests (X)
58. Grievances (X)
56. Substandard production 
53. Machine down time
(%)
.86
.71
.40
.37
.31
.30
71. Civic support ($) .33
50. Skilled laborers (X) 
48. Male (X)
46. High school graduates 
45. Union members (X)
41. Travel 10 or more 
miles to work (X)
(%)
.58
.36
.36
.33
.32
47. Tenure 
51. Age
.73
.51
59. Turnover (X) .32
39 . Stockholders (%) .40
54. Damage to plant and 
equipment ($)
67. Pay requests (%)
53. Machine down time
-.52
.51
-.46
73. Customer complaints (NO.) -.36
39 . Stockholders (X) .33 81. Reduced work force (NO.) .75 
69. Jobs eliminated (X) .45 
74. Dividends (X increase or decrease1) .38
46. High school graduates a) -.42
82. Management civic contributions
(No. of office holders) -.32 
Survey control
83. Synopsis desired -.32
52. Negroes (7.)
44. American-born white 
Christians (X)
43. Machine operators (%)
.77
-.77
-.35
56. Substandard production a) .33
#2. Superior-subordinate 
conflict (NO.)
61. Theft (NO.)
.49
.44
43. Machine operators (X) .31 55. Strikes, etc. (NO.)
56. Substandard production (X)
.36
.31
71. Civic support ($) -.53 
75. Applicants (X increase or decrease) -.37 
82. Management civic contribution
(No. of office holders) -.31
42. Catholics (X) -.38 6 6 . Promotion requests (X) .43 72. Selection ratio -.69
48. Hourlv workers 67) .65 70. New products (NO.1) -.36
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among the variables included in this investigation.
It seems appropriate at this point to discuss some of
the considerations adhered to in the interpretation of the
factors. The majority of the items were defined in terms
of either absolute numbers or percentages. Therefore, in
most instances, only measures based on percentages can be
meaningfully related to size and other variables associated
with size. It was expected, for example, that larger firms
would have a greater number of absentees. In general, the
«
magnitude, range, and order of the loadings were considered 
in the interpretation of the factors. When a factor was 
characterized by one or a few high loadings and a number of 
small loadings, the higher loadings were given more emphasis 
in the interpretation. Also, when the factor structure was 
such that the majority of the loadings were of the same 
magnitude, each loading was given equal attention in the in­
terpretation.
In discussing the factors some attention was focused on 
the negative as well as the positive implications of various 
factors. Relationships that were conspicuously absent were 
pointed out.
Factor I. Size of Organization. The variables that 
load significantly on Factor I seem to be indicative of the 
size of the organization. Larger firms are able to offer 
more in the way of recreation, retirement, and insurance
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programs than smaller firms. Furthermore, larger firms 
offer more opportunities for promotions and pay increases.
There is an interesting implication in the relationship 
between size of firm, percentage of employees owning stock, 
and the percentage of union members. In line with the March 
and Simon (195&) analysis, the implication is that in larger 
firms there tends to be a greater incidence of overlapping 
roles. In this instance, the overlapping is between the 
role of union member and the role of plant owner. Moreover, 
these roles are in conflict with one another in that aims of 
the union are in many instances contrary to the alma of the 
owner.
The volume of personnel behaviors such as absenteeism, 
accidents, discharges, behavior problems, and theft is high­
ly related to size as would be expected on the basis of item 
definitions. However, there is no evidence to indicate that 
these performance measures are disproportionately related to 
size lending no support to Revans* (195&) conclusion that 
generally less favorable performance is associated with size. 
It should be noted that job aversion behaviors such as lates 
and turnover were completely independent of size.
As expected, company and formal organization character­
istics such as number of departments, number of vertical 
levels, and number of personnel in research and development 
were highly related in a positive direction to size due again 
to item definitions. The same is true of the following
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management attributes: number of stockholders, number of
college graduates, number over 50 years of age, number pro­
moted from lower levels within, and number earning over 
$1 5 ,0 0 0  per year.
Larger firms experience more strikes, etc. and a higher 
percentage of worker grievances than do smaller firms. A 
partial explanation for this relationship might be found in 
the increased union activity in the larger firms.
The structure of this factor also suggests that larger 
firms tend to be more attractive to job seekers as indicated 
by the percentage increase in applicants. This observation 
lends support to March and Simon (195&) who contend that 
larger firms are more visible and therefore more likely to 
attract applicants.
Factor II. Economic Growth. This factor is character­
ized by growth primarily in the economic sphere of industrial 
functioning. The rather low relationship between employee 
age and the cluster of growth variables implies that firms 
with older workforces experience less economic growth.
It is important to note that organizational growth is 
independent of size, management education and experience, 
employee skills and performance, and all the other organiza­
tional variables considered. It would seem highly probable, 
because of the many internal conditions examined here, that 
conditions external to the organization play a substantial
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role in the organizational growth of a business enterprise*
Factor III. Tardiness vs* Family Responsibility* The 
positive pole of Factor III is substantially related to the 
incidence of morning and afternoon lates and the negative 
pole moderately related to the percentage of employees who 
are married with two or more children. This observation 
suggests that workers with family responsibilities are less 
likely to exhibit irresponsibility on the job at least in 
respect to reporting late.
This factor is somewhat similar to Palmer’s (1961) Job 
Aversion factor in that aversive behaviors (primarily lates) 
accounted for the majority of the factorial variance. How­
ever, Palmer (I9 6I) found turnover and absences loading on 
the same factor as lates while the present analysis dis­
closed them independent of lates. This discrepancy was 
probably due to the increased coverage of variables and 
their resultant influence on the decomposition of the per­
formance variables.
Factor IV. Pav-Skill Level. Various incentive con­
ditions (primarily pay level) and worker characteristics 
(skill, sex, and education) covary together contributing 
essentially all of the factorial variance to this factor. 
This factor exemplifies the common observation that jobs 
requiring education and skill are more highly rewarded than
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those that do not. Except for the population of the firmTs 
community, these two clusters are markedly Independent of 
variables in the remaining classifications. Especially 
interesting is the lack of relationships between these par- 
ticular incentive conditions and worker characteristics, and 
measures of personnel performance and organizational ef­
fectiveness, which tends to support contentions by Likert 
(1959), Argyris (I960), and McGregor (i9 6 0 ) that financial 
incentive conditions in relation to task performance have 
tended to be overemphasized. An implication here is that 
money buys skills, but not necessarily better performance.
Factor V. Personnel Tenure. The observation that 
both management and worker tenure are highly interdependent 
supports the notion that, in general, firms have attractions 
which transcend all levels of employment. Besides the ex­
pected inverse relationship with turnover, tenure is con­
spicuously independent of all other considerations. It is 
of particular interest to note that tenure is independent 
of incentive conditions, particularly those involving re­
tirement benefits which would be expected to be especially 
effective in prolonging tenure. A complication arises here 
in that it is not known whether this turnover is primarily 
voluntary or Involuntary in origin. The common notion that 
firms comprised of older workforces experience less turnover 
is given some support.
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FACTOR VI. Ownership and Concern for Organizational 
Interests. The negative pole of this factor reflects dis­
satisfaction with pay, lack of concern for plant and equip­
ment, and customer dissatisfaction, while the positive pole 
reflects personal involvement of both management and 
employees as evidenced by stock ownership. The significant 
result here is that stock ownership is related to those 
performance measures that involve direct cost reduction or 
maintaining the goodwill of the clientele. A valuable con­
clusion to be drawn I'rom this factor is that employees with 
ownership roles cooperate toward some important goals by 
essentially protecting their own investments. Relationships 
such as that found for this factor have important implica­
tions for labor relation policies. For example, management 
might try through various means (e.g. stock purchase plans) 
to encourage their employees to invest in their firmTs stock. 
This factor is significant in that stock ownership fosters 
behaviors that are not associated with any other type of 
personnel benefit or remuneration.
Factor VII. Workforce Reduction and Job Mechanization. 
This factor suggests that firms manufacturing for inventory 
are more likely to reduce their workforce and number of jobs 
as a consequence of automation or mechanization. Production 
for inventory rather than for other makes it possible to 
schedule and stabilize production thereby taking advantage
3k
of the economies of mechanization. The low loading of 
dividends indicates an interesting tendency toward increased 
dividend payments as labor displacement takes place.
Factor VIII. Teohnif>a^ l Personnel and Controls vs. Pro­
tection Against Human Liabilities. One pole of this factor 
emphasizes the use of technical specialists and procedures 
while the other pole indicates the presence of group in­
surance programs. The interpretation of this factor is not 
clear cut. One interpretation might be that organizations 
attempt to insure themselves against contingencies that 
cannot be coped with by technological specialists. Another 
suggested interpretation is that technical personnel and 
controls along with insurance are two ways of handling two 
kinds of problems: technology and technical specialists
for monitoring controllable productive processes; and in­
surance for controlling the unpredictable liabilities of 
personnel disability. This factor is somewhat similar to 
Palmerfs (19&1) Costs of Sickness vs. Use of Machinery fac­
tor which was characterized by the presence of health pro­
visions and quality control methods.
Factor IX. Minority Group Composition. This factor 
primarily reflects the presence of minority groups in the 
working force. The extent of minority group composition 
(primarily Negroes) tends to be inversely related to the 
percentage of machine operators in the workforce and
*k
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positively related to the size of the community in which the 
firm is located. Except for the above relationships, the 
presence of minority groups in the workforce is independent 
of any other variables. Noticeably absent are relationships 
between minority groups and various personnel performance 
measures, especially turnover which March and Simon (195#) 
hypothesize to be lower among minority groups. Also, con­
trary to what might have been expected, the extent of 
minority group composition was not found to be related to 
such worker characteristics as education and skill level, 
and incentive conditions such as pay level and the presence 
of fringe benefits.
Factor X. Improvement of Working Conditions. Improve­
ment of working conditions loads substantially on this fac­
tor while substandard production and the number of people 
involved in research and development load slightly in the 
same direction. This factor pattern is not clean cut, but 
it is possible that the existence of substandard production 
has in part prompted research and development and the im­
provement of working conditions.
Factor XI. Retail Sales Personnel apd Authority Con­
flict Behaviors. The incidence of theft and superior- 
subordinate conflict is more frequent in those firms 
characterized by larger retail sales forces and local product 
distribution. It is quite possible that a large number of
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superior-subordinate conflicts revolve around theft situa­
tions. Palmer*s (1961) finding that amount of product 
discount was inversely related to the incidence of theft was 
not disclosed in the present analysis, but his finding that 
theft was an independent dimension of behavior was con­
firmed •
Factor XII. Community and Employee Support vs. Work 
Output Restriction. The general picture is that of an 
organization which offers benefits to employees through 
recreation and savings-investment programs, and to the local 
community through monetary contributions and management par­
ticipation in charitable and civic organizations. Organiza­
tions fulfilling this description experience fewer work 
stoppages and less substandard production relative to other 
firms. Such organizations are also more likely to experi­
ence an increased percentage of applicants. This factor is 
interesting because it is one of the few factors to suggest 
a direct relation between personnel benefits and productivity, 
although the magnitude of the relationship is low.
Factor XIII. Employee Selectivity. The implication 
here is that firms paying better wages enjoy a more favorable 
selection ratio. Also, such firms are characterized by a 
higher incidence of promotion requests and a lower percentage 
of Catholic workers.
Factor XIV. Allocations to Labor vs. Product Develop­
ment. Firms that are composed of hourly workers are more 
likely to grant pay increases and less likely to introduce 
new products in their product line. It should be noted 
that new product means products new to a particular firm 
but not necessarily new to industry at large. Although 
the meaning of this factor is not clear, one suggestion is 
that investment is made in worker wages rather than in the 
development of new products.
DISCUSSION
In this section, the factor structure for each one of 
the six categories of organizational attributes and be­
havior will be presented. The parentheses following each 
dimension enclose the factor from which the particular 
dimension was drawn* Also, some of the more significant 
cross relationships among these six categories will be 
examined* The primary purpose here is to discuss some re­
lationships and implications that were not brought out by 
the interpretation of the individual factors in the result 
section.
Company and Formal Organization Characteristics
This category is composed of the following eight rela­
tively independent dimensions: size of organization (I),
community population (IV), age of firm (V), production 
stabilization (VII), technological services and controls 
(VIII), research and development (X), retail sales force
(XI), and product distribution (XII).
The most important consideration here is the relative 
independence of the size and the age of organizations.
While size is related to those personnel behaviors (griev­
ances, promotion requests, and strikes, work stoppages, etc.) 
which are hypothesized to be union inspired as part of the
36
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bargaining strategy and not necessarily a resultant of size 
per se, age, on the other hand, is independent of all per­
sonnel behaviors except for turnover. In general, neither 
size nor age is appreciably related to personnel performance.
Except for size being related to an increase in appli­
cants (attractiveness or visibility), both size and age are 
independent of organizational functioning. The important 
implication of this observation along with the previous one 
is that personnel performance and organizational functioning 
do not covary substantially with the enduring and unaltera­
ble conditions of an organization (age and size), but vary 
with factors that can be manipulated such as the presence of 
recreation and savings-investment programs.
It is interesting to note that while size of company is 
related to the presence of a number of incentive conditions 
and attributes, age of company is relatively independent of 
their presence.
In general, although both size and age are both con­
sidered to be important characteristics of organizations, 
size is by far the source of more variance than age. Size 
is related to a number of variables in every category while 
age, outside of tenure, is independent of most all the other 
variables. The suggestion arises that size is a factor of 
far greater importance than age.
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Management Attributes
The management attributes investigated in the present
•a>
study were quite homogeneous in that two factors accounted 
for essentially all of their variance# Three independent 
aspects of this category were disclosed. They are volume 
of management characteristics (I), management tenure (V), 
and management stock ownership (VI).
The data suggest that management tenure and experience 
are completely independent of other management characteris­
tics such as age, education, pay level, and incidence of 
promotions. Because the management characteristics of age, 
education, pay level, and incidence of promotions are in­
extricably related to size, no unique and clearcut relation­
ships among them and other variables can be ascertained. 
However, it can be readily seen that management tenure and 
experience are conspicuously independent of other variables, 
especially those involving personnel performance and organi­
zational functioning. The implication seems to be that 
management tenure and experience in themselves are relatively 
unimportant as far as the personnel or organization behaviors 
measured in this study are concerned.
The only management attributes that have relationships 
with personnel performance and organization functioning are 
management stock ownership and subxnanagement tenure and in 
these instances the complexity of the factors (VI and XII) 
concerned render any interpretation difficult. In one of
these instances stock ownership presumably reflecting inter­
est in the organization was found to be inversely related to 
the incidence of machine down time, accidental damage to 
plant and equipment, pay requests, and customer complaints. 
These relationships were explained in the result section on 
the basis of stock owners protecting their own investments 
by cooperating toward certain organizational goals. In the 
other instance, Factor XII disclosed some rather low and 
ambiguous relationships among submanagement tenure and a few 
personnel performance and organizational, function variables. 
By and large, the low magnitude and high complexity of the 
relationships between management attributes and other vari­
ables suggest that management variables offer not even a 
partial explanation of the characteristics and behaviors of 
organizations•
Incentive Conditions. Benefits, and Prn^raTna
One would not suspect that incentive conditions, bene­
fits, and programs are so far removed from being undimen- 
sional in nature. That they are not undimensional is 
attested by their breaking up and scattering over nine dif­
ferent factors. For the most part, eight relatively 
independent aspects of incentive conditions, benefits and 
programs present themselves. They are fringe benefits (I), 
discounts (III), financial incentives (IV), insurance bene­
fits (VIII), improvement of working conditions (X), recreation
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and savings-investment programs (XII), community pay scale 
(XIII), and pay increase (XIV)•
Pay level tends to be related to worker characteristics 
pertaining to skill and education, and is independent of 
personnel performance and organizational functioning. Quite 
the opposite holds true for recreation and savings-investment 
benefits which are essentially independent of worker charac­
teristics, but related to a number of personal performance 
(substandard production, and incidence of strikes, work 
stoppages, etc.) and organizational- effectiveness (monetary 
civic support, management office holders, and increase in 
applicants) variables in the expected manner. Consequently, 
the importance of fringe benefits in the maintenance of per­
formance is given some support. Also, as mentioned earlier, 
the notion of Likert (1959) and others that financial incen­
tives have tended to be overemphasized in their facilitation 
of personnel performance was partially confirmed. As in 
Palmer's (1961) analysis, each one of the dimensions of in­
centive conditions, benefits, and programs is associated 
with different types of personnel behaviors.
In addition to the relationships mentioned above, dis­
count was positively related to the incidence of lates; 
improvement of working conditions was positively related to 
the amount of substandard production and the incidence of 
strikes, work stoppages, etc.; and community pay rates
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positively related to the incidence of promotion requests. 
The author offers no explanation as to why discounts should 
be positively related to the incidence of lates. The lat­
ter two groups of relationships were given consideration in 
the result section.
In summarizing, incentive conditions, benefits, and 
programs are multidimensional and the personnel behaviors 
with which they are associated are also multidimensional. 
Most important, however, is the observation that the link­
ages between these conditions and behaviors are unique.
Worker Characteristics
Worker characteristics scatter themselves over 12 fac­
tors. However, union and ownership roles (I), employee age 
(II), family responsibility (III), skilled labor (IV), em­
ployee stockholders (VII), high school education (VIII), 
minority group membership (IX), Catholic affiliation (XIII), 
and hourly paid workers (XIV) were found to be relatively 
independent of one another.
Following the pattern of management attributes, em­
ployee tenure is independent of other worker characteristics, 
especially those involving skill and education. In both 
cases, tenure is unrelated to any identifiable organization 
attributes or conditions.
Employee tenure, age, skill, and education are com­
pletely independent of personnel performance. Consequently, 
no support is given to Morse (1953) who found a negative
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relationship between skill level and voluntary turnover or 
to Van Zelst (1954) who presented evidence that accident 
rates decrease with age* Moreover, there was no evidence 
for higher turnover among males than females (Myers and 
MacLaurin, 1943) and for lower turnover among minority 
groups (March and Simon, 195®).
Although union membership was associated with griev­
ances, strikes, work stoppages, etc., it was not related to 
any other personnel performance measures, especially those 
of an aversive nature lending no support to the view that 
unions serve to sublimate discontent into union activity 
(Chappie and Sayles, 19®1)« Also, in agreement with Palmer 
(1961), various benefits (recreation, savings-investment, 
group insurance, and discounts) were found not to be in the 
exclusive possession of unionized firms.
A striking feature of worker characteristics is that 
they seem to involve rather independent loyalties or com­
mitments to various organizations or social groups. Among 
these are loyalty toward the union, commitments to the 
family, loyalty to the firm, membership in the church, mi­
nority group membership, and responsibility to the firm 
through stock ownership. Moreover, each one of these 
loyalties or commitments seem to be related to unique per­
sonnel behaviors that seem to fulfill at least partially the 
requirements or demands of the group or organization con­
cerned; unions are related to strikes, grievances, and
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promotion requests; family responsibility is associated with 
reporting to work on time; employee tenure is inversely re­
lated to turnover; stock ownership is inversely related to 
the incidence of machine down time, damage to plant and 
equipment, and pay requests; and membership in the Catholic 
church is inversely related to concern for promotion# All 
of the above relationships provide support for March and 
Simon's (195&) multiple role concept#
Personnel Performance
Union behaviors (grievances, promotion requests, and 
strikes, work stoppages, etc.) (I), lates (III), turnover
(V), plant and equipment care (VI), substandard production 
(X), authority conflict (XI), output restriction (XII), and 
promotion requests (XIII) were found to be relatively inde­
pendent aspects of personnel behavior. The present finding 
that productivity, job aversion, and theft are mutually 
independent behaviors is in agreement with Palmer (I9 6I). 
However, Palmer (19&1) found job aversion behaviors to be 
rather unitary while in the present study aversive behaviors 
split into a number of independent components# For example, 
strikes, lates, and turnover were found to be independent of 
each other# These are distinct ways of avoiding the job and 
each seems to be related to unique conditions within the 
organization# Strikes are related to the presence of unions; 
turnover is associated with employee age and tenure; and 
tardiness covaries with family responsibility.
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Productivity loads slightly on three different factors 
and has no simple relationships with other variables.
Theft, on the other hand, seems simply to be related to the 
presence of a retail sales force where opportunities for 
theft would seem to best present themselves.
A general implication about behaviors is that almost 
all performance measures are associated with some group 
loyalty or commitment. These relationships were detailed 
in the discussion of worker characteristics*
Organizational Functioning
The data suggest at least seven relatively autonomous 
aspects of organizational functioning. They are increase 
in applicants (I), economic growth (II), customer complaints
(VI), workforce reduction (VII), management civic activity
(XII), selectivity (XIII), and product development (XIV). A 
trend emerges here in that a number of these dimensions can 
be spoken of in terms of what group of organizational "par- 
ticipants1’ benefit or are effected one way or the other by 
the organization--the public (management civic support), 
the consumer (customer complaints), the employee (workforce 
reduction), the stockholder (economic growth of dividends, 
etc.) or the applicant (selectivity, percentage increase in 
applicants). An interesting implication arising here is 
that not only are each of these groups affected independently 
of one another but also the conditions associated with the
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functioning of these groups tend to be mutually independent 
and unique* In short, organizational policies designed to 
benefit one group (i.e. the stockholder) will not neces­
sarily benefit other groups (i.e. the customer or the em­
ployee).
The interdependence of personnel performance and 
organizational functioning is noticeably absent in many re­
spects. For example, one might expect personnel performance 
to covary with economic growth, and workforce reduction, but 
this is not supported by the present analysis. The few, 
complex, and invariably low relationships between perform­
ance and organization functioning were discussed previously 
in the results section, the most significant being a positive 
relationship between substandard production, machine down 
time, and customer satisfaction. An inverse relationship 
between work output restriction and civic activity was also 
disclosed.
The Complexity of Organizational Attributes and Behavior
The multitude of relationships disclosed in this in­
vestigation are complex and in many instances unique in that 
there is no theory or evidence with which to make compari­
sons. The discrepancies that do exist between the present 
study and other investigations can be partially explained 
by the fact that other investigations were conducted within 
companies, and the present study was conducted between
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companies* Even when company comparisons are made on the 
same or similar variables, discrepancies commonly occur 
(Brayfield and Crockett, 1955)- Another difficulty is that 
the variables utilized in this study might be measuring 
something different than what the theorists are talking 
about* It is extremely difficult to quantify some of the 
constructs that are considered important by various theo­
rists (e.g. morale)* Indeed, the theorists themselves are 
not certain what they mean by such concepts*
Some difficulty in interpretation was brought about by 
the fact that all of the factors were loaded by variables 
from at least two categories. The majority of the factors 
were of a three category complexity and in two instances 
variables from all six categories saturated a factor.
Probably the most significant aspect of this investi­
gation is its demonstration of the complex relationships 
that can be expected to exist between various organizational 
attributes and behaviors. Typically, investigations have 
been concerned with a relatively few number of variables such 
that complex relationships were automatically ruled out. As 
more variables are taken into consideration, relationships 
among the original variables become altered and take on new 
significance. This is partially exemplified by comparing 
the results of the present investigation with those of 
Palmer*a (1961).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to explore some of the 
interrelationships among variables pertaining to company 
and formal organization characteristics, management attri­
butes, incentive conditions, worker characteristics, per­
sonnel performance, and organizational functions in a sample 
of manufacturing firms. The correlations among the Sif vari­
ables were factor analyzed and the factors rotated to a 
simple structure.
Fourteen dimensions of organizational, attributes and 
behavior were isolated and interpreted. The factors were 
interpreted as follows: I. Size of Organization; II. Eco­
nomic Growth; III. Tardiness vs. Family Responsibility; IV. 
Pay-Skill Level; V. Personnel Tenure; VI. Ownership and 
Concern for Organizational Interests; VII. Work-force Re­
duction and Job Mechanization; VIII. Technical Personnel 
and Controls vs. Protection Against Human Liabilities; IX. 
Minority Group Composition; X. Improvement of Working Con­
ditions; XI. Retail Sales Personnel and Authority Conflict 
Behaviors; XII. Community and Employee Support vs. Work 
Output Restriction; XIII. Personnel Selectivity; XIV. Al­
locations to Labor vs. Product Development.
The size of the firm was found to be a far greater 
source of variance than was the age of the firm. However,
k9
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neither size nor age was appreciably related to measures of 
personnel performance and organizational functioning. Per­
sonnel performance and organizational functioning varied 
with factors that could be controlled (e.g. recreation and 
savings-investment programs) rather than with the enduring 
and unalterable conditions of an organization such as size 
and age.
Management tenure and experience were completely inde­
pendent of other management characteristics such as age, 
education, pay level, and incidence of promotions. Most 
important, management tenure and experience were conspicu­
ously independent of other variables, especially those in­
volving personnel performance and organization functioning.
In regard to incentives, pay level tended to be related 
to worker characteristics pertaining to skill and education 
and was independent of personnel performance and organiza­
tional. functioning. Quite the opposite held time for 
recreation and savings-investment programs which were es­
sentially independent of worker characteristics, but related 
to a number of personnel performance and organizational 
functioning variables.
Following the pattern of management attributes, em­
ployee tenure was independent of other worker characteristics, 
especially those involving skill and education. Moreover, 
all the worker characteristics mentioned above were completely 
independent of personnel performance measures. A striking
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feature of worker characteristics was that they seemed to 
involve rather independent loyalties or commitments to 
various organizations or social groups* Furthermore, each 
one of these loyalties or commitments tended to be related 
to unique personnel behaviors*
Productivity, job aversion, and theft were mutually 
independent behaviors* However, job aversion behaviors 
split up into a number of independent components, each one 
being associated with unique conditions within the organi­
zation* Productivity was found to have no simple relation­
ships with other variables*
A number of independent dimensions of organization 
functioning could be interpreted in terms of what group of 
organizational "participants" benefit or are effected one 
way or another by the organization* The interdependence of 
personnel performance and organization functioning was 
noticeably absent in many respects*
Probably the most significant aspect of this investi­
gation is its demonstration of the complex relationships 
that can be expected to exist between various organizational 
attributes and behaviors* As more variables are taken into 
consideration, relationships among the original variables 
become altered and take on new significance*
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SURVEY OF MANUFACTURERS
Company arid Formal Organiza­
tion Characteristics
1. How old is your firm?
1. 0-5 years
%
5*6
2. 6-10 9.A
3. 11-15 17.5
4. 16-25 13.2
5. 26-AO 19.7
6. Al-60 19.2
7. 61-100 11.5
8. Over 100
years old 3.0
* N. A. .9
How many employees are
currently in your firm?
%
1. 1-2 2.1
2. 3-5 9.0
3. 6-10 17.1
A. 11-25 20.9
5. 26-50 17.5
6. 51-150 16.2
7. 151-300 6.8
8. 301-1000 7.3
9. Over 1000 2.1
N. A. .9
Approximately what is th«
population of the communJ
ty in which your firm is
located?
%
1. 0-5000 inhabi­
tants 16.2
2. 5,001-15,000 12.0
3. 15,001-30,000 6.A
A. 30,001-50,000 9.8
5. 50,001-100,000 13.2
6. 100,001-500,000 15.0
7. Over 500,000 2A.8
. N. A. 2.5
A. How is production quality 
controlled?
%
1. Judgment of an 
inspector 68.8
2. Mechanical, elec­
trical, statisti­
cal, or other 
methods 28.2
N. A. 3.0
5. Does your- firm PRIMARILY 9. 
manufacture one or a few 
standard products for in­
ventory only or produce 
various products based on
customer orders?
%
1. Produce for in­
ventory 23.5
2. Produce for or­
ders- 75.2
N. A. 1.3
How many retail sales per­
sonnel selling directly
to consumers do you havo?
%
1. None AA.9
2. 1-3 23.5
3. A-6 10.3
A. 7-15 3.A
5. 16-30 .9
6. Over 30 1.7
7. No information 15.3
7. What is the territory that 
BEST doscribo3 the area 
over which your products 
are distributed? (Check 
ONE only)
%
1. Local 26.9
2. State-wide 7.3
3. Regional (homo
state and adja­
cent states 23.1
A. National 28.6
5. International 13.2
N. A. .8
In plant, on the average, 
how many employees per 
foreman are there? (Ex­
press as total plant ero- 
ployees/number plant fore-
men .)
%
1. 0-2 1A.1
2. 3-6 20.5
3. 7-10 19.2
A. 11-15 15. A
5. 16-20 13.7
6. 21-30 7.3
7. Over 30 3. A
8. No information 6.0
Proceeding up the chain 
of command from foreman 
to president or top ex­
ecutive of your firm, 
how many supervisory or 
management levels are 
there? (Include in 
your count ttio levels of 
president and foreman.)
%
0. All supervision 
performed by mart-
agor-owner 19.2
1. Foreman and top
executive only 26.1
2. 3 18.A
3. A 13.7
A. 5 8.1
5. 6 5.1
6. 7 2.1
7. 8 1.3
8. 9 1.7
9. No information A.3
How many rectangles (sep­
arate departments or div­
isions, e.g. plant engi­
neering, industrial rela­
tione, office of control­
ler, office of president, 
etc.) are thero on your 
firm's organization 
chart, how many rectangles 
would there be if you 
drew one up?)
(#11 continued on next page)
8. How many management person-11, 
nel (supervisors and above)
do you have?
1. 1
%
12.8
2. 2 20.5
3. 3-4 2A.A
A. 5-10 20.9
5. 11-20 7.7
6. 21-50 8.1
7. 51-100 2.1
8. Over 100 1.7
N. A. 1.7
*No Answer
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11. (Continued)
%
0. No information 27.4
1. 1 6.4
2. 2 9.8
3. 3 16.7
4. 4-5 17.5
5. 6-10 15.8
6. 11-15 1.7
7. 16-20 2.1
8. 21-30 .4
9. Over 30 2.1
Management Attributes 17.
14.
12. At prosent, about what 
percentage of your firm's 
total employed are in­
volved in personnel 
management, quality con­
trol, purchasing, produc­
tion control, mainten­
ance, product and pro­
cess design, controller- 
ship, market research, 
and time and motion 
study? (Total all peo­
ple that work in these 
areas and express as a 
percentage of total em­
ployed.)
13.
1. None
%
15.0
2. 1—2% 15.4
3. 3-5* 11.1
4. 6-10% 14.5 :
5. 11-15% 10.3
6. 16-25% 14.1
7. 26-40% 5.1
8. Over 40% 4.3
9. No information 10.2
How many technical or pro-
fessional people with 
primary job responsibil­
ities in research and 
development do you have?
1. None
%
59.4
2. 1 11.5
3. 2 5.1
4. 3-5 8.1
5. 6-10 3.4
6. 11-15 .4
7. Over 15 2.1
8. No information 9.8
Ip. general, how is 
your management per­
sonnel paid?
%
1. Owner's share
of profits 13.2
2. Paid on a salary
basis 50.0
3. Straignt salary plus 
share of pro­
fits 29.9
4. Salary plus commis­
sion 4*7
5. Salary plus commis­
sion and share of 
profits 1,7
N. A. .4
15. At present, what is the 
average tenure for manage­
ment (supervisors and 
above) in your firm?
16. What is the average 
length of time your 
present management per­
sonnel has spent at 
sub-management levels 
(below supervisory 
level)? (Include time 
spent at sub-management 
levels in other firms
What is the average amount 
of time that your present 
management (supervisors 
and above) has had in 
managerial experience at 
supervisory levels or 
above? (Include experi­
ence gained in other 
firms as well as within 
your own firm.)
1. 0-5 years
%
14.5
2. 6-8 years 13.2
3. 9-12 years 19.2
4. 13-15 years 11.1
5. 16-20 years 14.1
6. Over 20 years 11.5
7. No information 16.2
18.
1. 1-3 years
%
6.0 1
2. 4-6 years II1.5 2,
3. 7-9 years 12.0 3
4. 10-12 years 17.5 4
5. 13-16 years 9.0 5
6. Over 16 years 29.9 6
7. No information 13.6 7
8
11.5 
10.7
14.5 
18.4
7.7
19.
What is the approximate 
difference between the 
pay for general manager 
and average pay at the 
level of supervisor?
%
$l-$500 
$501-82,000 
82,001-84,000 
$4,001-88,000 
$8,001-810,000 
$10,001-820,000 6.8 
Over $20,000 2.6
Have no supervi­
sors 21.8
N. A. 6.0
How many of your manage­
ment personnel (super­
visors and above) are 
company stockholders?
%
No information0. 9.0
as well as within your 1. Company has no
own firm.) stock 25.6
% 2. None 17.9
1. 0-2 years 12.8 3. 1 12.8
2. 3-5 years 12.4 4. 2 12.4
3. 6-8 years 24.4 5. 3 6.8
4. 9-12 years 13.2 6. 4-5 5.1
5. 13-16 years 6.8 7. 6-10 3.0
6. 17-20 years 1.7 8. 11-20 2.1
7. Over 20 years 3.4 9. Over 20 5.1
8. No information 25.2
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20.
21.
$ 56
How many °f your present 0. No information 11.1 1. 0-1056 32.9
management personnel 1. Have no com­ 2. 11-20$ 6.4
(supervisors and above) mittees 49.6 3. 21-35$ 6.0
have a college degree? 2, 1 2.1 4. 36-50$ 6.8
% 3. 2 3.4 5. 51-65$ 8.5
1. None 38.0 4. 3-4 3.4 6. 66-80$ 8.5
2. 1 19.7 5. 5-6 6.8 7. Over 80$ 24.8
3. 2 10.7 6. 7-10 2.6 N. A. 6.0
4. 3 9.4 7. 11-15 6.6
5. 4-5 6.8 8. 15-25 4.7 27. When you compare jobs in
6. 6-10 5.1 9. 26 or over 9.8 your company with compar­
7. 11-20 2.6 able Jobs in other compan­
8. Over 20 3.8 24. How many of your present ies in your comnunity,
9. No information 3.8 management personnel how in general do your pay
(supervisors and above) rates compare?
How many of your present 
management personnel (su­
pervisors and above) 
earn $15,000 or more 
dollars per year?
were promoted to these 
positions from lower 
positions in your firm?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.
None
1
2
3
4-5 
6-10 
11-20 
Over 20
No information
$
54.7
14.5
11.1
6.0
3.0
2.6
1.3
1.3 
5.5
0. No information
$
7.7
1. None 32.9
2. 1 11.1
3. 2 11.1
4. 3-4 14.1
5. 5-6 6.8
6. 7-10 5.6
7. 11-25 5.6
8. 26-40 1.7
9. Over 40 3.4
22. How many of your present 
management personnel (su­
pervisors and above) are 
50 years of age or older?
Incentive Conditions. Benefits. 
and Programs
25.
1. None 34.2
2. 1 24.8
3. 2 15.8
4. 3 9.8
5. 4-5 6.0
6. 6-10 2.1
7. 11-20 2.6
8. Over 20 1.3
9. No information 3.4
Not counting management 
andcffice workers, about 
what percentage of your 
firm's present plant 
workers earn $400 or
23. in the 6 month period 
(Jan. 1, 1961 through 
Juno 30, 1961), approxi­
mately how many pre-schod-26. 
uled (formal) commit­
tee meetings were held 
in which 2 or more of 
your management person­
nel participated?
more per month?
$
1. 0-10$ 32.9
2. 11-20$ 9.4
3. 21-35$ 8.1
4. 36-50$ 7.3
5. 51-65$ 5.6
6. 66-80$ 9.8
7. Over 80$ 21.4
N. A. 5.5
Not counting management 
and plant workers, about 
what percentage of your 
firm'b present office 
workers earn $350 or more 
per month?
0. More than 16$
$
below 3.8
1. 11-15$ below 3.4
2. 6-10$ below 4.7
3. 1-5$ below 6.0
4. Same 34.2
5. 1-5$ above 26.8
6. 6-10$ above 8.5
7. 11-15$ above 5.6
8. Over 16$ above 4.7
9. No information 7.3
28.
29.
Are company sponsored recre­
ational. opportunities or 
facilities offered to em­
ployees (o. g. parties, 
sports, dinners,■etc.)?
$
1. yes 33.3
2. no 65.8
. N. A. .8
At the present time, what 
is the pay differential 
between the lowest and 
highest job classification 
for hourly-paid line pro­
duction workers?
$
1. 0-$.25 per hr. . 17.9
2. $.26—$.50 per hr. 24.4
3. $.51-$.80 per hr. 17.9
4. $.81-$1.15 per hr. 12.0
5. $1.16-$1.50 per hr,12.0
6. $1.51-42.00 per hr. 8.1
7. Over $2.00 per hr. 5.1 
N. A. 2.6
60
30. Do you have a pension pro­ pressed as a percentage made during this period?
gram? of the total payroll? *
*
0-2 *^ of to­
* 1. 0-2* 25.6
1. yes 29.5 1. 2. 3-5* 13.7
2. no 70.5 tal payroll 22.2 3. 6-10* 11.5
2. 2i-5* 16.7 A. 11-15* 6.0
31. Does your company offer 3. 5-10* 14.1 5. 16-20* 3.0
group insurance, such as 4. 11-15* 10.3 6. Over 20* 13.7
life, hospitalization. 5. Over 15* 16.7 7. No information 26.5
and the like? 6. No information 20.1
*
1. yes 80.8
2. no 18.8
N. A. .4
32. Do you have a company 
sponsored savings or 
investment plan?
*
1. yes 15.A*
2. no 84.6
33. Do you pay salaried em­
ployees who are absent 
due to non-occupational 
injury or sickness?
*
1. yes 79.9
2. no 17*1
N. A. 2.9
34. Approximately what dis­
count do you allow em­
ployees on purchases of 
company products?
*
1. None 18.4
2. 1-5* 5.1
3. 6-10* 6.8
4. 11-25* 16.7
5. 26-40* 9.8
6. Over 40* 10.3
7. Product is of
"unfinished" na­
ture and not 
ready for con­
sumer use 27,4
35* On the average over the 
past 5 years or since 
establishment if your 
firm is less than 5 
years.old, what have 
been the costs of 
fringe benefits ex-
36.
Worker Characteristics
37.
38.
About what percentage 
of your firm's total 
personnel received pay in-39, 
creases during the year 
I960?
1. None
*
9.8
2. 1-25* 18.8
3« 26-50* 9.A
4. 51-70* 6.4
5. 71-80* 3.0
6. 81-90* 7.3
7. 91-100* 42.3
8. No information 3.0
Not counting management, 
approximately what percent­
age of your firm's total 
personnel currently own 
stock in your firm?
About what percentage of 
your total personnel re­
ceived promotions during
*
1. Firm has no 28.2
stock
2. None 48.7
3. Less than 1* 5.1
A. 1-2 h% A.7
5. 2i-5* 2.1
6. 5-15* A.7
7. 15-30* 0.0
8. Over 30* • 3.A
N. A. 3.0
the years 1959 and I960? 40. At present, about what
* percentage of your total
1. None 39.7 ployed are paid on an hoi
2. 1-2* 16.2 ly basis?
3. 3-5* 12.0 *
A. 6-10* 12.8 1. 0-20* 9.A
5. 11-20* 4.7 2. 21-40* 5.1
6. 21-30* 1.7 3. 41-60* 14.5
7. Over 30* 4.3 4. 61-80* 32.9
8. No information 13.0 5. Over 80* 37.2
N. A. .9
For the years 1956 through 
I960, or since establish- 41. 
ment of your firm if lees 
than 5 years old, how much 
money has been invested 
in the improvement of 
working conditions (e.g. 
illumination, temperature, 
humidity, etc.) and the 
improvement of convenience 
or recreational facili­
ties (e.g. rest, recre­
ation, and dining rooms, 
etc.) expressed as a 
percentage of profits
What percentage of your 
firm's total present em­
ployed travel 10 or more 
mile3 to work?
1. 0-5*
*
30.8
2. 6-10* 9.0
3. 11-15* 8.1
4. 16-20* 9.8
5. 21-25* 9.A
6. 26-35* 7.3
7. Over 35* 17.9
8. No information 7.6
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42. Not counting management, 
about what percentage of 
your firm's employees 
are Catholic in religious
affiliation? 
1. 0-5*
*
30.8
2. 6-10* 4.3
3. 11-15* 4.7
4. 16-20* 5.6
5. 21-30* 4.3
6. 31-40* 6.4
7. 41-60* 8.5
8. Over 60* 6.0
9. No information 29.5
43. Approximately wtiat percent­
age of your present work­
force is composed of 47.
machine operators?
*
1. 0-5* 24.8
2. 6-10* 9.0
3. 11-20* 9.0
4. 21-30* 9.4
5. 31-50* 15.4
6. Over 50* 29.1
N. A. 3.4
44* Not counting management, 
about what percentage of
5. 61-80* 8.1
6. 81-90* 6.4
7. Over 90* 13.2
N. A. 1.3
Not counting management.
what percentage of your 
firm18 present employees 
have completed high school?
1. None
*
1.7
2. 1-10* 5.6
3. 11-20* 3.8
4. 21-35* 7.3
5. 36-60* 24.4
6. Over 60* 45.3
7. No information 11.9
Not counting management,
what percentage of your 
firm's present employees 
have beon with your firm 
5 or more years?
1. 0-20* 14.1
2. 21-40* 7.7
3. 41-60* 18.4
4. 61-80* 26.9
5. 81-100* 29.9
6. No information 1.7
your present working 48. 
force is composed of 
American-born White
Christians?
*
1. 0-40* 10.3
2. 41-65* 5.1
3. 66-75* 4.3
4. 76-30* 1.3
5. 81-85* 3.4
6. 86-90* 4.3
7. 91-95* 7.3
8. 96-100* 51.7
9. No information 12.4
Approximately what per­
centage of your preaent 
employees are union 
members?
*
1. Have no union 61.1
2. Loss than 20* 2.1
3. 21-40* 2.6
4. 41-60* 5.1
Hot counting management, 
about what percentage of 
your firm's present em­
ployees are male?
1. 0-40*
*
12.8
2. 41-70* 13.7
3. 71-80* 9.8
4. 81-85* 5.6
5. 86-90* 9.8
6. 91-95* 12.8
7. 96-100* 35.0
N. A. .4
Approximately what per­
centage of your firm's 
present employees are 
married and have two or
more children?
*
1. 0-50* 24.8
2. 51-75* 22.2
3. 76-85* 13.2
4. 86—90* 10.3
45.
5. 91-95* 7.3
6. 96-100* 6.8
7. No information 15.4
At present, approximately 
what percentage of your 
plant workers are skilled 
laborers? (i.e. crafts­
men and highly skilled 
manual workers who have 
completed apprenticeships 
or extensive training 
programs)
*
1. 0-5* 23.9
2. 6-10* 5.1
3. 11-15* 7.3
4. 16-25* 6.8
5. 26-40* 6.0
6. 41-60* 14.5
7. 61-80* 13.2
8. Over 80* 20.5
9. No information 2,6
Not counting management,
approximately what per­
centage of your present 
employees are 40 years of
age or over?
*
1. 0-20* 18.4
2. 21-40* 17.9
3. 41-50* 22.6
4. 51-60* 14.1
5. 61-70* 9.0
6. 71-80* 7.3
7. Over 60* 7.3
8. No information 3.4
About what percentage of 
your total employed are 
Nogroos?
1. none
.*
56.0
2. 1-2* 12.0
3. 3-5* 5.1
4. 6-10* 7.3
5. 11-20* 3.0
6. 21-40* " 1.3
7. 41-60* 3.0
8. Over 60* 2.6
9. No information 9.8
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Personnel Performance
53 • On tlis average for I960, 
how much machine down 
time due to breakdowns, 
absences, power failures, 56. 
delay in stock and the 
like was there, expressed
as a percentage of total 
machine running time?
1 . None
*
14.5
2. 1* or under 29.9
3. 1-2* 9.4
4. 2-3* 5.6
5. 3-4* 5.6
6. 4-10* 6 .0
7. 10-20* 1.7a. Over 20* 1.3
9. No information 26.1
For the years 1956
through I960, what has 
been the extent of ACCI­
DENTAL damage to equip­
ment and plant facilities 
expressed in dollars?
*
1. Firm is less 
than 5 years 
old
3.4
2. $0-4500 39.7
3. $501-^1,000 12.8
4. $1 ,001-4 2 ,000 5.1
5. $2,001-$5,000 9.8
6. $5,001-$15,000 6.8
7. $15,001-440,000 1.3
8. Over $40,000 .9
9. No information 20,1
55* For the years 1951 through 
I960, what ha3 beon the 
number of strikes, work 
stoppages, slow downs, 
walkouts, and the like 
in your firm?
*
1. Firm is less 10.7
than 10 years
old
2. None 76.1
3. 1 5.6
4. 2-3 3.0
5. 4-5 2.1
6. 6-8 .0
7. Over 8 .4
N. A. 2.1
In I960, about what per­
centage of your overall 
production did you reject 
as being below your ac­
ceptable standards?
1. 0-J*
*
42.7
2. 16.7
3. 1-li* 4.7
4. la-2* 4.3
5. 2-5* 6.4
6. Over 5* 4.3
7. No information 21.0
On an average day in I960, 
approximately what was the 
average number of employees
absent per day?
1. None
*
50.4
2. 1-2 23.9
3. 3-4 4.7
4. 5-8 5.1
5. 9-15 3.4
6. 16-30 1.7
7. Over 30 1.3
8. No information 9.4
During I960, from what 
percentage of your employ­
ees did you receive griev­
ances or complaints?
1. None
*
37.6
2. up to h% 27.4
3. i-i* 6.4
4. 1-2* 5.1
5. 2-5* 6.4 *
6. 5-10* 3.4
7. Over 10* 1.7
8. No information 11.1
For the years 1956 through
I960, what has been your 
approximate yearly employ­
ee turnover?
0. None
*
12.4
1. 1* of total •
, workforce 29.5
2. 2-3 * 18.8
3. 4-5* 9.0
4. 6-8* 6.1
5. 9-12* 5.6
6. 13-25* 6.8
7. Over 25* 5.1
8. No information 6.9
On an average day in 196
about what percentage of
your employees returned
to work late after the
lunch period?
*
38.00. None
1. Up to -^ * 27.8
2. E-l* 7.7
3. 1-li* 1.7
4. 12-2* 2.6
5. 2-4* 4.7
6. 5-8* 1.3
7. Over 8* 3.8
8. No information 12.4
About how many instances 
of theft of company proper­
ty by employees did you 
receive in the years 1959
and
1.
I960?
None
*
59.8
2. 1 9.4
3. 2-4 11.5
4. 5-7 1.3
5. 8-I5 1.7
6. 16-25 .4
7. Over 25 0.0
8. No information 15.8
For the years 1959 and
I960 how many incidents 
have there been involv­
ing a SEKIGUS conflict 
between superior and sub­
ordinate (e.g. physical 
assault, verbal threat, 
and the like) which re­
sulted in administrative 
action (e.g. discharge, 
reprimand, etcj?
(#62 continued on next page)
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62. (continued)
1. None
2. 1
2 
3
4-5 
6. 6—10 
7. Over 10
3.
4.
5
*
71.8
11.5
5.1
2.1 
.4 
.0 
.0 66.
8. No information 9.0
63. For the years 1959 and 
I960 how many of your em­
ployees have been involved 
in an accident requiring 
first aid or hospitali­
zation?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.
None
1
2
3
4-5
6-7
8-15 
Over 15
No information
*
20.1
12.4
9.0
10.3 
13.2
6.0 
5.1
15.4 
8.5
64. For the years 1959 and I960 
how many of your employees 
wore discharged because 
of incompetence, dishonesty, 
negligence or other reasons 
that nude them unfit for 
employment?
1. None
*
39.7
2. 1 15.0
3. 2 11.1
4. 3 9.0
5. 4-5 7.3
6. 6-7 4.7
7. 8-15 3.0
8. Over 15 3.4
9. No information 6.8
On an average day in
68.
— ’ ~ w  -----  a
ago of your employees re­
ported late at the start 
of the workday?
*
0. None 26.5
1. 0-£* 38.0
2. h-1% 8.5
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1-li* 
1 -^2*
2-3*
3-5% 
5-8% 
Over 8
2.6
4.3
2.1
2.1
2.1
4.7
5. 4-5
6. 6-7
7. 8-15
8. Over 15
9. No information
4.7 
.4
1.7
0.0
7.7
9. No information 9.0 Organization Function
69.On the average for the 
years 1959 and I960, what 
percentage of your em­
ployees submitted requests
for promotions?
*
0. None 42.3
1. Up to 1* 22,2
2. 2-3* 8.1
3. 4-5* 4.7
4. 6-10* 3.8
5. 11-20* .9
6. 21-40* .9
7. Over 40* .9
8. No information 16.2
67.
For the years 1956 through 
I960, how many jobs were 
eliminated by the intro­
duction of labor-saving 
devices?
0. 14.1
On the average for the 
years 1959 and I960, what 
percentage of your employ­
ees submitted request for 70. 
pay raises7
%
0. None 16.2
1. 0-1* 17.5
2. 2-3* 15.0
3. 4-5* 6.4
4. 6-10* 9.0
5. 11-20* 5.1
6. 21-40* 4.7
7. Over 40* 12.4
8. No information 13.7
For the years 1956 through 
I960, how many employees 
were known to have been 
persons with mental illness, 
criminal offenses, or 
addictions (e.g. alcohol 
or drugs?) (Count persons 
who have left the firm 
in this period and also 
those who are now employed.)
* 71.
1. None 51.3
2. 1 11.5
3. 2 9.4
4. 3 3.0
Firm is less 
than 5 years 
old
1. None 48.7
2. 1 5.1
3. 2 4.3
4. 3-5 9.4
5. 6-10 5.6
6. 11-15 1.3
7. 16-30 1.3
8. Over 30 3.4
9. No information 6.8
For the years 1951 through 
I960 or since establish­
ment if your firm is 1o b 3 
than 10 years old, how 
many completely NiW pro­
ducts have boon put on 
the market? Do not count 
simple alterations of pre­
vious lines; count only 
products now to your
firm.
*
1. 0 31.2
2. 1 6.4
3. 2 12.0
4. 3-4 15.4
5. 5-6 6.8
6. 7-10 . 5.6
7. 11-15 3.0
8. 16-25 •4
9. Over 25 7.3
N. A. 12.0
For the years 1956 through 
I960, how much was contri­
buted to the support of 
various community and civic 
affairs including charity? 
(Express as a percent of
(#71 continued on next page)
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71• (Continued) 74.
profit made in thie period.)
*1. 0-k% 22.2
2. 5-1* 17.1
3. l-l£* 3.1
4. 15=2* 4.7
5. 2-3* 8.5
6. 3-6* 9.8
7. 6-12* 7.3
8. Over 12* 2.1
9. No information 20.1
72. For the years 1956 through 
I960, on the average, 
approximately what has 
your firm13 selection 
ratio boon? (if your firm 
is less than 5 years old, 
use ratio since establish­
ment . )
NOTKi Selection ratio
equals No, selected from 
among total applicants/ 
total No. of applicants
, • , .*
1. ■ 0-.10 26.5
2. .11-.20 9.8
3. .21-.30 5.1
4. .31-.40 3.8
5. .41-.50 3.4
6. .51-.65 .4
7. .66-.80 3.8
8. .81-1.00 1.7
9. No information 45.3
73. For the years 1956 through 
I960, or since establish­
ment if your firm is less 
than 5 years old, about 
how many of your custom­
ers have complained of 
or returned defective mer­
chandise?
*
1. None 17.1
2. 1 5.6
3. 2 3.4
4. 3-5 15.8
5. 6-10 12.8
6. 11-20 5.6
7. 21-50 4.7
8. Over 50 9.0
9. No information 26.0
What was the percentage 
incroase or decrease in 
dividends paid by your 
firm for the years 1956- 
1960 over the previous 5 
yoars, 1951-1955?
*
0. Firm is less 44.0 
than 10 years 
old or thoro 
is no informa­
tion available
1. Over 40* de­
crease 5.6
2. 21-40* decrease 3.0
3. 11-20* decrease .,9
4. 1-10* decrease 3.0
5. No increase or
decrease 29.1
6. 1-10* increase 5.1
7. 11-20* increase 3.8
8. 21-40* increase 3.0
9. Over 40* in- 2,6
crc»3o
75. What was the percentage 
increase or decrease of 
applicants for the years 
1956-1960 over the pre­
vious 5 yoars, 1951- 
1955?
*
0. Firm is less 45.3 
than 10 yoars
old or there is 
no information 
available
1. Over 40* de­
crease 1.7
2. 21-40* decrease .4
3. 11-20* decrease 1.3
4. 1-10* decrease 4.3
5. No increase or
decrease 24.8
6. 1-10* incroase 7.7
7. 11-20* increase 5.1
8. 21-40* increase 2.6
9. Over 40* in­
crease 6.8
76. What was tho percentage 
increase or docreaso in 
your firms sales volume 
for the years 1956-1960 
over tho previous 5 years
1951-1955?
*
0. Firm is less 23.9
. than 10 years
old or there is 
no information 
available
1. Over 40* de­
crease 3.4
2. 21-40* decrease 4.3
3. 11-20* decrease 2.6
4< 1-10* decrease 4.7
5. No increase or
decrease 6.0
6. 1-10* increase 13.2
7. 11-20* in- 14.1
crease
8. 21-40* in- 10.3
croaso
9. Over 40* in- 17.5
crease
77. For the years of 1956 
through I960, or since 
establishment if your 
firm is less than 5 
years old, approximately 
what has your profit been 
in this period, expressed 
as a percentage of your 
average net worth in 
this period?
*
1. 0-5* of net 28.2
worth
2. 6-10* 24.8
3. 1 1 t 2 0 * 12.4
4. 21-35* 5.6
5. 36-65* 2.6
6. Over 65* 1.7
7. No information 24.8
78, 'What was tho percentage 
increase or decrease in 
tho number of your employ­
ees for the years 1956- 
1960 over the previous 5 
years 1951-1955?
*
0. Firm is less 17.1 
than 10 years
old or there is 
no information 
available
1. Over 40* do- 4.7 
crease
(#78 continued on next page)
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(Continued) *
2. 21-40* decrease 5.1
3. 11-20* decrease 3.4
4. 1-10* decrease 15.0
5. No increase or
decrease 15.0
6. 1-10* increase 15.0
7. 11-20* in­
crease 9.4
8. 21-40* in­
croase 5.6
9. Over 40* in­
crease 9.8
79. What was the percentage 
increa30 or decrease in 
your firm's profits for 
the yoar3 1956-1960 over 
the previous 5 years
1951-1955?
*
0. Firm is less
than 10 years old 
or thero is no 
information a-
vailable 27.8
1. Over 40* de­
6.0crease
2. 21-40* de­
crease 4.7
3. 11-20* de­
crease 1.7
4.. 1-10* decrease 12.8
5.. No increase
or decrease 11.1
6. 1-10* increase 17.5
7. 11-20* in­
crease 8.1
8. 21-40* in­
crease 3.4
9. Over 40* in­
6.8crease
80. What was the percentage 
increase or decrease in 
your firm's investment 
in expansion for the 
years 1956-1960 over -the 
previous. 5 years 1951- ■ 
1955?
*
0. Firm is less
than 10 years old 
or thero is no 
information a- 
vailable 26.1
1. Over 40* de­
crease 2.6
2. 21-40* decrease .9
3. 11-20* decrease 1.7
4. 1-10* decrease 1.3
5. No increase or
decrease 13.2
6. 1-10* increase 16.2
7. 11-20* in­
crease 10,3
8. 21-40* increase 9.4
9. Over 40* in­
crease 18. 4
81. In tho last 10 years, 
or since establishment 
of' your firm if less 
than 10 years old, to 
what extent has mechani­
zation or automation 
reduced your potential 
workforce relative to 
if those changes were 
not initiated? (Do 
not include replace­
ment of old machinery.)
*
1. Not at all 57.3
2. 0-5* 13.2
3.. 6-10* 7.7
4. 11-15* 1.3
5... 16-25* 3.0
6. . Over 25* 6.0
7.- No information 11.5
82. . About what percentage of 
your management personnel 
hold one or moro offices 
in-variouo civicand
charitable organizations?
*
1. • None 17.1
2. . 1-5* 26.1
3. 6-10* 8.5
4. 11-25* 8.7
5. 26-40* 6.8
6. 41-60* 5.1
7. . 61-80* 3.8
8. . 81-100* 13.2
9. . No information ll'.l
Survey Controls
83. Do you wish to receive a 
a complimentary copy of
a synopsis of the survey 
findings?
*
1. no 6.4
2. yes 91.5
N. A. 2.2
84. About how many man-hours 
did it take to complete 
this questionnaire?
*
1. 0-1 47.9
2. 1-2 36.8
3. 2-3 6.8
4. 3-4 2.6
5. Over 4 1.7
N. A. 2.11
APPENDIX B
Organization Questionnaire 
(Front side)
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O rg an iza tio n  Q uestionnaire
I. Hw M I* | 
1. 0 -3  y e a rs3. «-<0 J 1-15
4. 18-26
5. 20-40 
e. 4 i-« o
7. 01-100
8. O v e r  100 y rs . old
:*wy sm p fsy sn  M  c m s H f  in  t« M
0. 51-130 
7. 191-300 
5. 301-1000 
U. O v e r  IDOO
2. Hm m 
firm?
1. 1-22. 3-5
3 . 0 -1 0
4. 1 1 -26
5. 2 0 -9 0
1 . Approsbnatoty what a  Hm  population of  
Hm  canuwwnltr in which y n >  firm it Ip. 
catod?
1. 0 -5 0 0 0  4 . 30 .00 1 -5 0 .0 0 0
in h a b i t a n t s  5 . 5 0 .0 01 -100 ,000
2. 9 ,0 01 -15 ,000  II. 100 .001-500 ,000
3- 15 .001 -30 ,000  7. O v e r  300 ,000
4 . I m  (ha  y a m  145 4  thraw gh 1 4 4 0 , bow 
mawy fob* w are  oMmlnatad k f  tb a  M ra -  
dwctpn of labor-sav ing  A r l t i l f
0. F n m  is  less t h n n  5 y e a r s  o ld
1. N o n e  6. 11-15
2. 1 7 . 10-30
3. 2 8  O v e r  30
4. 3 -5  P. N o  in f o r m a t i o n
5. 6-10
3. Haw i '  p roduction  quality  controMod?
1. J u d g e m e n t  o f  a n  in s p e c t o r
2. M e c h a n ic a l ,  e le c t r i c a l ,  s ta t i s t i c a l ,  o i 
o t h e r  m e th o d s
4 . D m i p « r  Imm FRIM AKILV n a i n l i d i i t  
ana  a r  a  law  sta n d ard  p n t w l i  ta r  Invon- 
1*7 aa ty  w  produce  various product* basod 
an  cwatomor o tdors?
1. P r o d u c e  fo r  I n v e n to r y
2. P r o d u c e  fo r  o r d e r s
7 . Haw many retail talas p a m a a a l tolling  
diracHr I s  consum ers da yaw k a r t l
1. N o n e  5. 16-30
2. 1-3 6 . O v e r  30
3. 4-6 7. No in fo rm ation
4. 7 -1 5
I .  W h a t is lh a  te rr ito ry  th a t  BEST describes
tb s  a rea  e v e r  w hich  y e a r  p roducts  are  db -
tribw ted? IC baeh O N I  en ty l
I. Local
2 S t a t e - w i d e
3 R e g io n a l  ( h o m e  s t a t e  a n d  n d ju c c n l  
s t a t e s )
4. N a t io n a l
5. I n t e r n a t io n a l
I .  N a t coun ting  m a nagem en t a s p  o ffice  p e r­
sonnel, abou t w bat p e rcen tage  of y a a r  
f irm 's  peasan t p la n t w o rh trt earn  $ 4 0 0  a r
1 .0 -1 0 %  5 .5 1 -6 5 %
2. u - 20% n. n n -80'.;
3. 21-35%  7. O v e r Au%
4. 30-50%
10. N et counting m anagem ent and plant worh- 
e n ,  abawt what percentage at yawr firm** 
present a lfk a  w erhen  a sm  $ 3 )0  ar m ote  
per m enth?
1 .0 -1 0 %  ft. 61-65%
2 M -20% «. 06-80%
3. 21-35%  7 O v er 80%
4. 36-50%
11. W hen you compare {aht in your company 
with camparaMe fobs In eth er  companies in  
yewr cem m anity, bow U  genaral da yawr 
pay rate* compare?
0. M ore th a n  16% bclnw
1. 11-13% hclow  6. 6-10%  above
2 0-10%  below  7. 11-15% above
3. l-ft%  below  R. O v e r 16% ebove
4 S am e 0. No in fo rm a tio n
5. 1-5% above
12. Are company sponsored recreational op per- 
twnitiei or lacHitlei affarad to  am pfeyeet  
(e .g . partlae. eparts, dinnor*. etc .If
1. Y es 2. No.
1 ) .  At the praeent tim e, wbat it  th e  pay differ- 
ential betw een the low ett and highest |eb  
claseiflcstfon for howrly-pald Una prodwe- 
tfpn w er b fn f
1. 0 -$ .2 5 p e r  h o u r
2. $.26-1.50 p e r  h o u r
3. $ 51-$.80 j?cr h o u r
4. $,81-21.15 p er h o u r
5. $1.16 $1.50 p e r  h o u r
8. $1.51-$2.00 p e r  h o u r
7. O ver $2.00 p e r  h o u r
IS . Daa* your company offer frewp Inference, 
ie«h  at Ufa, hesplt e llia tle n , and tb s  Khe?
I. Yes 2. No
14 . Pa yew have a cem pany-eponyered saving* 
ar Investment pfanf
1. Yea 2. No
17 . Da yaw pay salaried employee* who are
abM nt dwa to  nan-occw pationet (nfary ar
tfchnosa?
I . Yes 2. No
1$ . Appraslmataly what discount da yaw s lle v  
em ployee* on purchases o f  company prod* 
w ctif
1. N one 4. 11-25%
2. 1-5%  5. 28-40%
3 6-10%  6. O v e r  40%
7. P ro d u c t is of "u n fin ish ed "  n a tu re  ond 
nut read y  fo r c o n su m er u se
19. N a t counting m anagem ent, epprwsimataty 
w hat p s w n to g e  at y o u  firm 's to ta l per- 
san nol nuiewsty awn slo th  h* yawr firm?
1. K irm  h a s  n o  i to c k
2. N one
2. L e s s  t h a n  t%
4. i - a '^ %
5. 2Vb-5%
6. 5-15%
7. 19-30%
8. O v e r  30%
2 0 . O n Hm average over tho past 9  yoars or 
s in ce  ostabUoh m snf  It p eer  firm f t  le st  Him  
$ yeas* old , w hat boro boon th e  casts of 
fringe benefit* esprosotd a* •  percentage
o f  th e  le t  e l peyroN?
1. 0-2V j%  of to ta l pay ro ll
2. 2 t i - 5 '. i  5. O v er 15%
3. 5-10%  tf. No In fo rm a tio n
4. 11-15%
2 1 . Abawt what percentage of yewr firm 's total 
personnel received psy htcresooe during the 
yeart 940 7
1. N o n e  5. 71-50%
2. 1-25%  0. U I-00>
.1. 20-50 % 7. 01-100%
4. 51-70%  5. N o in lo rm a liu n
2 2 . A beot what percentage of yewr total per­
sonnel received promotion* Bering the 
yoars 19S9 and 19407
I. N unc 5 11-20%
I  1-2% li. 21-30%
3. 3 -5%  7. O v e r  30%
4 .0 -1 0 %  0. No in fo in iu tiu n
2 2 . A l present, abawt what percentage of yewr 
total em ployed are paid on an hourly basis?
1. U-20% 4. 61-80%
2. 21-40%  5. O v er 80%
3. 41-60%
2 4 . W bat percentage of your firm 's to ta l pres* 
en t em ployed travel 10  or m ere mite* to 
warh?
1. 0 -5%  5. 21-25%
2. 0-10%  0. 26-35%
3. 11-15% 7. O v er 35%
4. 16-20‘ r  6. No m fo rm illion
25 . N ot counting m anagem ent, about wbat 
percentage of yawr firm 's empf 
Catholic in roNgteue affiliation?
1. 0 -6%  0. 31-40%
2. 8-10%  7. 41-60%
3. 11-15% 8. O ver 00%
4. 16-20% 9. No in fo rm a tio n
5. 21-30%
24 . A ppresim etely what percentage of yawr 
prasant w orhlarce is com posed o f  machine 
operators?
1. 0 -5%  4. 21-311%
2. 0-10%  5. 31-80%
3. 11-20% 0. O ver 50%
2 7 . N a t counting m anagem ent, abawt what 
toga of yp*r 
m posed at
Christlssie?
1. 0-40%  6. 80-00%
2. 41-65%  7. 01-05%
3. 66-75%  8 . 06-100%
I. 76-B0r. 0. Nu in fo rm a tio n
5. fll-Rft'i
21 . Appreeim ately wbat percentage e l  yewr 
present em ployees are onion members?
1. Hflvn no  un ion  ft. 61-60%
2. Letts th a n  20% «. 01-00%
3. 21-40%  7. O v e r  00%
4. 41-60%
2 9 . N ot counting m anagem ent, w hat percent­
age o f  yawr firm 's present em ployees have 
com pleted high school?
1. None: ft. 36-60%
2. 1-10%  6. O v er 60%
3. 11-20% 7. No in fo rnu ilion
4. 21-35%
3 0 . N ot counting m anagem ent, what percent­
age of yowe firm 's presen t  em ployes* have 
b een  with your firm 5  or m ere yoeti?
1. 0-20%  4. 01-60%
2 .2 1 -4 0 %  5 .8 1 -1 0 0 %
3. 41-60%  0 Nu in fo rm a tio n
3 1 . N et  counting m anagem ent, ab eet wbat 
percentage of yawr firm 's present employee* 
e re  m ale7
1. 0-40%  5. 06-00%
2. 41-70%  6. 01-05%
3. 71-80%  7. 06-100%
4. 81-85%
3 2 . Apprecbnatofy w bat percentage of yawr 
firm 's present em ployees ore married ond 
have two ar m are children?
1. 0-50%  ft. 01-05%
2. 81-75%  0 . 06-100%
3. 70-85%  7. No in fo rm a tio n
4. 80-00%
o f yawr plant w ethers are shill 
t l.e . craftsm en and Mghhr shitted manual 
werhars w ho have com pleted apprentice- 
ships ar e i  tensive training programs)
1. 0 -5%  6. 41-60%
2. B-10% 7. 61-80%
3. 11-15% 8- O v e r  80%
4. 10-29% 9. No. In fo rm ation
5. 20-40%
1 4 . N o t enwnting m anapensont, appeneh*
see  4 g  years af ago or seer?
1. 0-20%  5. 01-70%
2. $1-40%  «. 71-80%
3. 41-50%  7. O v e r 80%
4. 51-60%  0. N o In fo rm atio n
3 $ . A bout what percent ego of yawr to ta l em ­
ployed are I leg* owe?
1- no n e  0. 21-40%
2. 1-2%  7. 41-60%
3. 3 -5%  8. O v e r  00%
4. 6-10%  9. N o in fo rm a tio n
5. U -2 0 %
34. Far the  years 1 9 ) 4  through 1 9 4 6 , or since 
ostahhshm ent of your firm  ff  leOO than $  
years e*d, haw m uch m oney hot boon in- 
vetted  in the  Imp is r t m tn l  o f working 
coed itiea s (e.g . d tum luatlsn, tompsrotwro, 
hum idity, e tc .)  and th e  Im p ie ism sn t of 
convenience or recreational facttttoa (e.g . 
rest, recreation, and dining rooms, etc.I 
o sp re tttd  at a percentage o f  profit* made 
during tb it period?
1. 0 -2%  5. 16-20%
2. 3-5% 6. U v cr 20%
3. 6-10%  7. N o in lo rm a liu n
4. 11-16%
3 7 . fn general, haw i* your m anagem ent per­
sonnel paid?
1. O w n e r 's  sh a re  of p ro fits
2. P a id  o n  a s a la ry  basis
3. S tra ig h t  sa la ry  p lus  B harc of p ro fits
4. S a la ry  p lus  com m ission
5. S a la ry  p lus  cum m ssion  a n d  s h a re  ul 
p ro fits
3 8 . For the y e a n  1931  through 1 940  or tinea  
establishm ent if yewr firm it  le st  than 10 
year* aid , how many com pletely N IW  
products have b een  put an th e  marhot? Do 
n et count irmpfc rfrerrftenr af previews 
lines; count only products new te  yewr 
firm.
1. 0 fi. 7 - If)
2. 1 7. 11-15
3. 2 B. 10-25
4. 3 -4  9. O ver 25
5. 5-6
3 9 . Far th e  year* 1 9 ) 4  through I f 4 0 ,  bow  
m uch was cont ributed  to Hm  support  of 
various comm unity and civic affaire includ­
in g  charity? (Express as a percent af pro­
fit  made In this period.)
1. 0 - ' i %  0. 3-0%
2. Vi-1% 7. 6-12%
3. 1-1 '. iV  8. O v e r 12%
4. l ' t - 2 %  9. N u in fo rm a tio n
5. 2-3%
4 6 . For I he yeart 1 9 5 4  through 1 9 4 0 , an Ihe 
average, apteaim afely wbat b a t yawr firm's 
se lection  ratio been? (H your firm  is less 
than 3 years oM , use ratio sin ce  estab lish­
m ent,)
NOTE: Selection ratio ogwaft N o. se­
lected  from among total appllcants/totaf 
N o. of applicant*
1. 0-1(1 6. .S I-.85
2. 11-.21) 7. .06- 80
3. .21- 30 0. .81-1.00
4. 3 I-.40  0. No in fo rm a tio n
5 4I-.50
4 1 . Fee the years ( 9 ) 4  through 1 9 4 0 , or since  
establishm ent if year firm is  le ss than 5 
yeart old , about hew  many a f  yewr custom- 
art have com plained o f  or returned de fec ­
t ive  merchandise?
1 Norte 6. I I -20
2. t 7. 21-50
3. 2 8. O v e r 60
4. 3-5 9. N o in fo rm a tio n
9 . 6 -1 0
4 2 . W bat was the  percentage increase or do-
ct-ette in dividends paid by your firm far 
the  yeart 1 9 5 4 -1 9 4 0  aver th e  preview* S 
year*. 1 9 )1 -1 9 5 5 ?
0. F irm  In less th a n  4, 1-10% d ecrease  
10 y e a rs  o ld o r 5. No inerenoc or 
th e re  is  no d e rre n sc
in fo rm a tio n  0. 1- 10% increase  
a v a ila b le  7. 11-20% in c r r tn c
1. O v e r  40% 0. 21-4(1% incrraw :
dec rea se  0 O v e r 40%
2. 21 *40% dec rease  incrnnnc
3. 11-20% decrease
4 3 . W hat was the  percentage Increase a* de­
crease af applicants for  th e  years 1 9 5 4 -  
1 9 4 0  nver th e  previews 5 yoars, 1 931 -  
19JJ?
0. F irm  In lean th n n  4. 1-10% d cc ivasc
10 y e a rs  o ld  o r 5. No in c rea se  or
th e re  is  no  decrease
in fo rm a tio n  6. t-10%  in c rea se
a v a ila b le  7. U -2 0 %  fncrce.-c
1. O v e r 40%  B. 21-40%  increase
dec rea se  9. O v e r 40%
2. 21*40% d ecrease  increase
3. 11-20% decrease
4 4 . W hat was tba percentage In crstto  or do­
er**** In yawr firm s ia b s  volwma for tba 
yoars 1 9 5 4 -1 9 4 0  ovor th o  provtows 5  yoort
1 9 5 1 -1 9 5 5 ?
0. F irm  ia le s t  th a n  4. 1-10% d ec rease
10 y e a rs  o ld o r  5. No in c rea se  o r
th e re  Is no d ecrease
in fo rm a tio n  0. 1-10%- Increase
a v a ila b le  7. 11-20% increase
1. O v e r 40% 0. 21-40%  increase
d e c rea se  0. O v e r 40%
2. 21*40*’* dec rease  increase
3. 11-30% d ecreuse
(C o n tin u e d  on  R cv rrn e  S id e )
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4 1 . P er Hm y w n  «4 I f M  H m a f lt  ( M l ,  as 
Him* ealsblhdimawl V yewv H r *  It Ia n  fh e n  
I  fW M  0*4, H f M h i l M i l l  H m  k a l  ( M f
1 7 . How m any *1 i
H t t n t a f i  ■! y m  w i w »  m i  e a r th  ta  
tid e  pa rted?
1. 0 - 8 %  o f  n e t  8  30 -1 6 %
w o r t h  6. O v e r  5 5 %
2. 0 -1 0 %  7. Nt» I n f o r m a t io n
3. 11-70%
4. 11-38%
4 4 . W h a t we* Hm  h m H i h  Inc  M ate  m  
create  In Hm nwm bsr o f  f e e t  i i f l i M i a  
t e r  th e  ye a rs  1 8 3 4 - 1 1 4 0  i* * t  Hm  prfu l e ea  
9 y ia r s  1 1 1 1 -1 1 9 * 7
f i r m  ia len t th e n  4. 1-10'A  tlucroaae
8. N o in c re a se  o r 
d ec rea se  
8, 1-10%  I n m o s t  
7. 11-20% Increeae 
0. 21-40%  Increase  
0. O v e r  40%
I n c r e a s e
10 y ea r*  o ld  o r 
th e ra  U no  
I n f o r m a t io n  
a v a i l a b l e
1. O v e r  40%  
decri'une
2. 2(-4fl'.r d e m o t e  
:i. 11 -20 >  d ec rease
47 . W b a t v a c  Hm  p a rc a e la p e  toe rsaee  e t  de- 
creaae  la  y e a r  f irm ’i  p ro fits  f a r  tb a  y e a n  
1 1 1 4 -1 1 4 0  e » c r  tb «  preview s 9 y o e rt 1981*  
14511
4. t - 1 0 %  d e c r e a s e
5. N o  in c r e a s e  o r  
d e c r e a s e
0. 1- 10% in c rea se
7. 1 1 -2 0 %  n c r e a s e
8. 2 1 -4 0 %  in c r e a s e  
!1. O v e r  40%
in c r e a s e
. F i r m  la l e s s  th a n  
10 y e a r s  o ld  n r  
t h e r e  Is n o  
in f o r m a t i o n  
a v a i l a b l e  
. O v e r  40%  
d e c r e a s e  
. 2 1 - 4 0 ';  d e c r e a s e
. 11- 20% d e c r e a s e
l. W bat v a c  tba percentage Im i « n *  tr  do* 
tra ica  b  f i « f  I W i  I s t t i t s i i s t  I s  t i f w <  
l ia s  f tr  Hm  f i M  1 4 9 4 - 1 4 4 0  m r  t b s ’pre­
views S years 1 4 9 1 -1 9 9 9 7
4. 1 -1 0 %  d e c r e a s e  
8. N o  in c r e a s e  n r  
d e c r e a s e
0. 1 -1 0 %  I n c r c u s e  
7. 1 1 -2 0 %  in c r e a s e  
6. 2 1 -4 0 %  in c r e a s e  
(I. O v e r  40%  
in c r e a s e
F i r m  is  less t h a n  
10 y e a r s  o ld  o r  
t h e r e  Is n o  
i n f o r m a t i o n  
a v a i l a b l e
1. O v e r  4 0 %  
d e c r e a s e
2. 2 1 -4 0 %  d e c r e a s e  
•7. 1 1 -3 0 %  d e c r e a s e  
4 9 . I »  tb a  la s t 1 0  y a a n ,  a r  s l a t e  e a t t l H a b i t a t
a t yewr N n s  M Mas I b a s  1 0  years o ld , t e  
w bat s a fe r*  baa  m e c b a a ts a tla a  a t  gate* 
•nation  iH m i I  y s w  y a t iM l t l  wsA I i k i  
rolativo  f t  H tb a s e  th a n  ft* w e s t no t W - 
tin ted ?  (O e n o t in c lo d s  t t y l K i w i i i i  • I  #14 
m sch ln sry .)
1. N o t  a t  wll 9 . 10 -2 8 %
2. 0 - 6 %  4. O v e r  35%
3. 0 - J 0 %  7 . N o  in f o r m o t lo n
4. 11 -1 5 %
9 0 . A ie w t w h a t pe rc en ta g e  11 y e a r  m a n ag e ­
m en t pe rsonne l b«14 a n a  t f  m a r*  s f t lc e i  la  
v a ria n t « b b  e n d  th a H ta b lt e rga als a tlo n e ?
1 N o n e  6 . 4 1 -6 0 %
3. 1 -5 %  7 . 0 1 -6 0 %
•1. 0 - 1 0 %  6. 8 1 -1 0 0 %
4. 11 -25%  fl. N<» in f o r m a t i o n
6. 2 8 -4 0 %
9 1 . A t p roM nt, v b a t  b  Hm  a v erag e  l a a t r t  f e t  
m a n ag e m en t f n y m l w n  t a d  above) la  
y a e r  firm ?
I . 1 -3  y e a r s  9 . 1 3 -1 0  y e a r s
3. 1 - 8  y e a r s  fl. O v e r  18 y e a r n
3. 7 - 0  .y e a r s  7. N o  in f o r m a t i o n
4. 1 0 -12  j r e a n
9 2 . W b a t la tb s  m i t | *  le n g th  a f  t n a s  yewr 
p v sm e t m a n ag e m en t paraan n o l h a  i y * s t  
a t  tw b -m eaag easen t level* (below  ewpeo- 
* lM ry W vefl? lln c f e d e  Ho m  ia # « t  a t ta b -  
m a n ag e m en t levels la  o th e r  f l r ta t  a t  voO  a t  
w ltb la  y e a r  e w a  f ln a .)
1. 0 - 2  y e o r s  9 . 1 3 -1 0  y e a r s
2 3 -0  y e a r s  0 . 1 7 -2 0  y e a r s
3 . 0 - 9  y e a r s  7 . O v e r  2 0  y e a r s
4 . 9 -1 2  y e a r s  9 .  N n  I n f o r m a t io n
9 ) .  W b a t la tb a  overage  m h r I  « |  Hm# tb a t
y e a r  p rese n t m a n ag e m en t (ew parvltsf* and  
above) baa  b a d  I# m a n ag e ria l s a g e  He nee 
a f  w gopvlaaty b w h  a r  ab av a ?  Unclad*  
e apo rienca  ga in ed  hr e th e r  f irm s  m  v # tt  a t  
w ltb la  y e a r  a w a  H n a .I
1. 0 - 6  y e a r s  8 . 1 0 -2 0  y e a r s
2 . 0 - 8  y e a r s  0 . O v e r  20  y e a r s
1 . 9 -1 2  y e a r s  7 . N n  in f o n n o l lu n
4 . 1 9 -19  y e a r s
3 4 . W b a t i t  tb e  a p g r— bwata d if fe ren c e  bn* 
tw sa n  Hm  gey  f a r  g a a a rs l m a n ag e r  and 
average  gay a t tb a  level a f  superv isor?
1. 9 1 -8 8 0 0  0 . 8 1 0 ,0 0 1 -8 2 0 ,0 0 0
2 . 9 5 0 1 -8 2 ,0 0 0  7 . O v e r  830 .000
3 . 1 3 .0 0 1 -8 4 .0 0 0  0 . H a v e  n n
4 . 8 4 ,0 0 1 -8 8 ,0 0 0  s u p e r v i s o r s
9 . 80 ,0 0 1 -8 1 0 ,0 0 0
9 9 . Ifcw  m m |  a t  vewr m a n ag e m en t pe rsonne l 
(supervisee* a n a  ab a v a )  a ta  com pany  H oc* .
holder*?
. N n  in f o r m a t i o n  
. C o m p a n y  h a t  
n o  s to c k  
:. N o n e  
- 1 3
8. 3
6 . 4 -8
7 . 0 -1 0
8 . 1 1 -3 0
9 . O v e r  10
Haw iwaay af yawr ptoMn* m anagem ent 
geisownaf lam arrl w n  end abava 1 b e ta  a 
rolteg* degree?
8. 0-10  
7 . 1 1 -20
6. O v e r  20
9 . N o  I n f o r m a t io n
None1
2 
3
4 - 5
8 1 3 ,9 0 0  a t  m e te  Aaflam g o t year?
I .  N o n e  4 . 0 -1 0
8 . 1 7 . 11 -30
3. 3  0 O ver 30
4 . 3  0. N n  in f o r m a t i o n
5 . 4 - 9
I f ,  M ew m e * y  a t  y e a r  g ra te  a t  m an ag e m en t 
g sn ea a tl (super* be to and abava) pro I t
1. N o n e  0 0 -1 0
3. t  7 . 11-70
3. I  8. O v e r  30
4 . 3  9 . N n  I n f o r m a t io n
8 4 -8
99. la the 4 mastb period IJga. 1, 1941 
through Jaaa 30 , 19411. aggaaslastMr 
base many pr*.scheduled (formal) commit- 
laa m eetlnp ware bald to which 3 ar mate 
af year mtaafameat portonoef parthi* 
gated?
0 . N o  I n f o r m o i i n n  4. 3 -4
1. H a v e  n o  6. 6 -0
com m ittees 0. 7-10
as such 7. 11-162. 1 8. 16-26
3. 3 i). 20 o r  o v e r
M . H aw  m any  a t  y a w  g r tM g t m an ag e m en t 
p c ts a a n c l ( tag a rv lta ra  t o d  a bava) w are  pto* 
m a ta d  t a  th o se  g e s ltlsn s  fro m  la w ar post* 
Haws la  ywwr firm ?
0. N o  in f o r m a t i o n  5. 5-fl
1. N o n e  8. 7 -1 0
2. 1 7  11-26
3 . 2  A. 2 0 -40
4. 3 - 4  0. O v e r  40
4 1 . Om Dm average  fa r  1 9 4 0 , baw  m a c b  m a- 
th ln e  daw n lim a  d o e  ta  bvaabdaww i, ab- 
i h k m ,  gaw s r  ts itw res, d a fty  I s  atacb  and 
tb a  H h t v m  H m m , a sg M ta ad  a t  a p te- 
v e n tag e  a t  f a ta l m a ch in e  ru n n in g  tim e?
1. N o n e  0. 4 - IO r ;
2. 1%  n r  u n d e r  7 . 10-20%
3. 1 -2 %  6. O v e r  2 0 %
4. 2 - 3 %  9. N o  I n f o r m a t io n
0 . 3 - 4 %
4 2 .  H aw  m any  m aaag am aw t p e re sn n s l ( toper-  
vtsara s a d  abava) 4 a  y e a  have?
1. 1 5 . 11-30
2. 3  0 . 2 1 -6 0
3 . 3 - 4  7. 51 -1 0 0
4. 5 - 1 0  8, O v e r  100
41. ta  g ia n t, e a  tb a  average , baw  m any am* 
gfeyaaa g a r  f t r e m a n  are  (b are?  (Iigfvtt 
s i  f a ta l g ia n t s m p fe y se r /n o m b e t g fant
I.
?.
p e r f o r m e d  b y  
m n n n g e r - o w n e  r  
. F o r e m a n  a n d  
t o p  e x e c u t iv e  
o n ly
5. 0 
5 . 7 
7 . 6 
0. 9
r ifl-y fl"!
7. 2(1-40%  
fl. O v e r  40%
9. N n  in f o r m a l l n n
7 9 .  fa  1 9 4 9 ,  abawt v ita l p eaeoatafe  a f  yawr
1. 0-Sb%2. 'V-l%
3. 1-1 V / i
4 . I 'A - l i t
5. 2-8%
9. O ver 5%
7 . N o  in f o r m a t i o n
7 1 . .  ageraatw
w b tf  waa tb a  a ta r a g i  a a m b a r  a t  aw iglayaai 
abaawt g a r  day?
. N o n e  5 . 9 -1 6
. 1 -1  It. 1 6 -30
. 3 -4  7. O v e r  30
5 -8  8. N o  in f o r m a l l n n
I. O a tfa g  1 9 4 9 , h e m  w b a t g e r te a f g f a  o f  
y e a r  tm a la y a M  d id  g a a  i s a a l ia  g ile raw aas 
a t  tam glH w ta?
. N o n e  3. 2 -5 %
u p  lo  t i %  I). 5 -1 0 %
. tb - 1 %  7 . O v e r  10%
. 1 -2 %  6 . N o  in f o r m a l l n n
'. f o r  tb a  y a a n  1 9 1 4  tb ra e g b  1 9 4 9 , w bat 
b a  b a a a  yawr a g g ra s lm a N  yearly  a m . 
gla y a a  h trag v e r?
. N o n e  4 . 0- 0%
. I % r * f t n t a l  5 .0 - 1 2 %
w o r k  f o rc e  fl. 13-25%
. 2 -3 %  7, O v e r  26%
4*6*1 fl. N n  in f u r m u l in n
i. O n a n  average  day la  1 9 4 0 , abaw t w bat 
g a rc e n ts g e  a f  yawr a m g lay a ta  ra tw m ad fa  
w arb  la ta  a t ta r  Hm  h tn c b  ga rta d f 
. N o n e  5. 2 -1 %
. U p  t o  '.4%  0. 5-11%
. '4 - 1 %  7. O v e r  0%
. l - l ' t i T I  B. N o  i n f o r m a l l n n
1 '* - 2 %
. A baw t baw  m any In sta n ce s a f  th e f t  a f  
ra m g a n y  g reg a rty  by  a m g fa y aa t d id  y e a
racalva  la  tb a  year* 1 9 9 9  a n d  1 9 4 0 ?
. N o n e  5. 8 -1 5
. ) 0. 11-25
. 2 -4  7. O v e r  28
. 5 -7  0. N o  in f o r m a t i o n
I. ? a r  tb a  y sa ra  1 9 8 9  and  1 9 4 9  baw  m any 
In c id e n ts  h a v e  th e re  b e an  Invntvfng a 
S fH IO t/S  c a n tb r t  ba tw aaw  awgartar and  
• w bardlw sta la .g . gbyslcaf asaawtf, verbal 
I b ra a t . a n d  Hm  M a i  w bfeb  rasw ftad In 
adm in istra tiv e  a t t l t n  Is .g . d k e b a rg a , rea ri­
n 's o d , a te.)?
N n n e  5. 4 -5
. 1 fi 3 -1 0
. 2  T. O v e r  10
. 3  8 . N n  I n f o r m a t io n
'. f a r  Hm  y a a n  1 9 9 9  and  1 9 4 9  baw  m any  af 
yaw r a m g tey e e i ho v e  b e a n  la vafved  la  an 
a cc id en t reg v lr le g  t i n t  a id  a r  b e  eg It atlas* 
lie n ?
. N o n e  fl. 0 -7
1 7 . R -15
. 2  0 . O v e r  15
. 3 9. N n  I n f o r m a l ln n
. 4 -5
i. f s r  th e  years 1 9 * 9  a n d  1 9 4 0  baw  m any  a f  
yawr am g le y ea es  w are  dlech a n t d  becawM  
a t  In ca m g a tan c s, d lib a n a t t y , nag flgan ca  a r  
a lb a r  reasnna th a t  m ade  th e m  w nfft f a r
faraa»aa.1
0 - 3  5. 10-20
3 - 0  fl. 2 1 -3 0
7 - l f t  7 . O v e r  30
1 1 -15  8. N n  in f o r m a t i o n
P roceeding wg tba chain nf cem m ead tram  
faram aa ta  grasldawt ar tag  eaecvtfve  af  
yawr firm , baw  m an* twgarvfaary a* man* 
agam aat levels  are llw ra? (Inclads In yawr 
sawnt tb#  levaty af gra aidant and faram an.) 
A ll s u p e r v i s io n  3. 4
4 . 5
. N o  in f o r m a t i o n  
H ew  m any rectangles (aagarsfa dagarlm tata  
ar dlv M sna, e .g .  gfant anglnaarlng, Indm - 
tHat ralatlana, a fflca  a f  cantraHsr, aVfka af  
gra aidan t, a te .)  are th ere  an  yawr firm 's 
erganfsatlan chart? (H yawr flrne dee* net  
b a n  an argaetig tfan  chart, baw  m any vac- 
tangtca w nvid tbara ba If yea  draw awa wg?)
N o  I n f o r m a t io n  8. 0 -1 0
1 8. 11-15
2  7. 10-20
3  r. a i - 3 0
4 - 8  0 D v r r  30
At grasant, abawt w bat garccntaee a f  vnwr 
firm 's fata l amnle v e j  are Invafved In per- 
Mnwsf m anacam ant, gwalttv s e n n e t , pwr- 
cbasin e, gradwettan rwntral, nMdateaeswe, 
grade c t  and grncats daslen , am^/eWarabla. 
marbaf aesearch, and Hom and matlsw  
ttwdy? (Total all goog le  tbat warh b» tbase  
arass and ewgrosi a t  a  garcewtaga a f  total
!. 1-1% 
i. 3 -5 %
I. 0-10%
. 11 -18%
% Haw m any tacbnlcaf or greft t t lonal g aagle  
w ith grtmarii |eb  resgonalbitttias In raaearcb 
and developm ent d a  yaw hsva?
, N o n e  6. fl-10
I. 1 *  11-15
I 2  7 , f i v e r  15
3 - 8  p. N o  in f o r m a t i o n
I. fo e  th e  y a m  1 9 8 4  tbrwVfb 1 9 4 9 , wbat *M  
boon tb e  i i t a n t  a f  A C C tO fN T A l dam age  
ta  eawig m eat and plant facRM et aegrotsad  
la  deWartf
. F i r m  Is l e s s  5 . 08 .0 0 1 -9 1 6 .9 0 0
th a n  5  y e a r *  n fd  7 . 915 .00 1 -9 4 0 .0 0 0
!. 8 0 -9 6 0 0  0. O v e r  040 .000
. 05O I-91O O O  9, N n  I n f o r m a t io n
. 9 1 .0 0 1 -9 1 0 0 0  
. 8 2 .0 0 1 -9 8 ,0 0 0
>. fo r  Hm  years 1 9 9 1  throw eh  1 9 4 9 , wbat 
bat bean the  nam ber a f  rfribas, warh rt » t  
gages, slnw daw ns, waHewts, and tba M s  
ht yewr firm?
. F i r m  la  le s s  t h a n  4. 2 -3
t o  v r n r a  o ld  3. 4 -5
, N o n e  0. 0 -5
. 1 7. O v e r  8
1. N n n e  0. 5 -7
7. I T  8 -1 5
3 . 2 * . O v e r  15
4 . 3 fl. N n  I n f o r m a l ln n
5. 4 -5
7 9 . O n an average  day  la  1 9 4 9 , abawt w hat 
p e rc en ta g e  a f  yawr e m p le y a e i ro g e r ta d  la te  
a t  th e  s ta r t o f  th e  w erbdey?
0 . N o n e  3. 3 -3 %
1. 0 - H %  fl. 3 -5 %
2. H - 1 %  7 5 -0 %
3 . t - 1 4 %  fl. O v o r  5%
4 l , | i - 2 c! fl N o  I n f o r m a t io n
1 0 . O n  th e  t v t r t t o  for tb e  v ssm  1 9 1 9  end 
1 9 4 9 . w b at g s rc e n ta e e  af yewr am g lay a a i 
aw bm ittod ro g v e tt t  fo r  g ram o tio n t?
0  N n n e  5. 1 1 -2 0 %
1 U n  I n  1%  fl. 2 1 -4 0 %
r  2 - 3 *  7 O v e r  4 0 *
.1 4 -3 %  8. N o  I n f o r m a l ln n
4 fl-1 0 %
1 1 . O n th e  average  fo r tb a  ye a rs  1 9 8 9  a n d  
1 9 4 0 , w bat p e rc e n ta fa  c f  yewr a m g la y e tt  
aw bm ittad  rogaaafa  f a r  gay  ralsai?
0 . N o n e  5. 1 1 -2 0 %
1. 0 - 1 *  fl. 2 1 -4 0 %
2. 2 - 3 %  7 . O v e r  4 0 %
3. 4 -5 %  II. N n  I n f o r m a t io n
4 . fl-1 fl%
1 2 . P e r th e  ye a rs  1 9 8 4  throw gb 1 9 4 9 ,  baw  
m any  em g layaas w are  know n to  h a v e  bean  
p e rso n s  w ith  m e n ta l M neee, crim in a l o ffe n ­
ses , a t  edd ftf l eng fa.g . afc eb a f  a t  d rags? ) 
fCaiwnt p e rc e n t w h# have le ft tb a  f b a  In0 . 1 .  l - J  * .•__ -*  1---- ---- ---
fl, 5 - 7
7 . 5 -1 8
0. O v e r  15
9 . N o  I n f o r m a t io n
1. N o n e  
3 . 1 3. 3
.....................  .HIm  eat tty
copy a f  a i m age is  a f  tb e  aerocy tlnd liigi?
I. no Information 2. y n
I d .  Abawt baw  m any w e n -b e e n  dM It take ta 
c em g h ta  th is gwetHeenefrc?
1. 0 -1  4. 3 -4
3. 1 -2  8. O v e r  4
3 . 2 -3
APPENDIX C 
IBM Mark Sense Cards
Card 1 (front side)
Question Card 1— Side 1 9
No.
1 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
2 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) n (8) (9)
3 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9)
4 (°) () (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
5 <°) () (2) (3) (4) <5) (6) (7) /8\ (9)
6 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
7 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
8 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6> (7)
/8\
(9)
9 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) d (9)
10 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
11 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9)
12 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) f8) (9)
13 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
14 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) d (8) (9)
15 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (°) (7) (8) (9)
16 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9)
17 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
18 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) <7) /8\ ,(9)
19 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) /8\ (9)
20 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6> (7) (8) (9)
21 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) <9)
22 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) d (9)
23 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
24 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) /8\ (9)
25 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
26 (°) ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) <9)
(Continued on Reverse Side)
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APPENDIX C Cont'd. 
IBM Mark Sense Cards
Card 1 (back side)
Question Card 7— Side 2 9
No.
27 (°) 0 <:i) (4) 0 0 0 (8) 0
28 ( ° ) 0 (;i) 0 0 0  0 (8) 0
29 ( ° ) (2) 0  (4) 0 0 0 0
30 ( ° ) ( 2 ) (3) 0 0 0 0 0
31 ( D) (2) (3) (4) 0 0 0 ( 8 ) 0
32 ( ° ) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 (B) 0
33 (°) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 ( 3 \ 0
34 ( ° ) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 ( 8 ) 0
35 0 ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 / B \ 0
36 ( ° ) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 ( 8 ) 0
37 0 ( 2 ) 0  0 0 ( ' 0 0 (Q) 0
38 (°) (2) 0  0 0 0 0 (8) 0
39 (°) 0 (2) 0  0 0 0 0 (R) 0
40 0 0 (2) 0  0 0 0 0 (8) 0
41 (°) 0 (2) 0  0 0 0 0 ( B \ 0
42 (°) 0 (2) 0  0 0 0 0 (8) 0
43 (°) (2) 0  0 0 0 0 f3) 0
44 (°) (2) 0  0 0 0 0 (8) 0
45 (°) (2) 0  0 0 0  0 ( B) 0
46 ( c ) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 / 8 \ 0
47 ( ° ) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 ( 8 ) 0
48 ( ° ) 0 ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0  0 ("8\ 0
49 ( ° ) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0 0 / 8 ) 0
50 ( ° ) 0 ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0  0 ( 8 ) 0
51 0 ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0  0 ( 8 ) 0
52 ( ° ) ( 2 ) 0  0 0 0  0 ( 8 ) 0
lontinued on Card 2, Side 1)
(«PIS auaA9u uo p9nu|4U03)
(«) (fl) G) (9) (s) G) (fl) (a) G) (o) 82.
(s) (fl) G) G) (s) G) (e) G) G) (o) 11
(e) (b) G) (fl) (s) G) (fl) (a) G) (o) 92
(e) (a) G) G) (fl) G) (fl) (a) (l) (o) 52
(e) (s) G) G) G) G) (e) (a) (i) (o) fL
(e) (s) G) G) (s) G) (a) (a) G) (o) 82
(e) (s) G) G) (s) G) (e) (a) (i) (o) ZL
(6) (s) G) G) (fl) G) (a) (a) G) (o) 12
(e) (a) G) G) (fl) G) (a) (b) G) (o) 02
(e) (s) G) G) (fl) G) (a) (e) G) (o) 69
(a) (s) G) G) (fl) G) (a) (z) G) (o) 39
(a) (a) G) G) (s) G) (a) G) G) (o) 29
(a) (s) G) G) (s) G) (a) (z) G) (o) 99
(e) (a) G) G) (fl) G) (e) (z) G) (o) S9
(e) (s) G) (o) (s) G) G) (a) G) (o) £9
(a) (a) G) G) (s) G) (a) (z) G) (o) 39
(a) (a) G) (a) (a) G) (a) (a) (i) (o) 39
(e) (a) G) (9) (s) G) G) (a) G) (o) 19
(a) (a) G) G) (a) G) (a) (a) (t) (o) 09
(e) (fl) G) (a) (fl) G) (a) (a) (i) (o) 65
(a) (fl) G) (9) (s) G) (c) (a) (t) (o) 85
(a) (a) G) (a) G) G) (e) (a) (x) (o) 25
(6) (s) G) (s) (s) G) (a) (a) (x) (o) 95
(e) (s) G) G) (fl) G) (e) (a) (x) G) 55
(a) (a) G) (a) (s) G) (a) (a) (x) (o) *5
(a) (s) G) (a) (fl) G) G) (a) G) (o) 35
6 I 3P!S— Z PJBD uoj4S9n5
(®PT« g pa«o
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( s )  (a) (9) (») (9)  (a) (z) (x) (0) wt
(a) (a) (9) <») (9) (e) (z) (1) (0) 801
(a) (a) (9) (a) (9) (a) (z) <x) (0) sot
(a) (a) (9) («) (9) (a) (z) ( t ) (0) 101
(a) (a) (9) («) (9) (a) (z) (1) (0) O O I—
<
(a) (a) (9) (s ) (9) (a) (z) (1) (0) 66
(a) (a) (9) (a) (9) (a) (z) (x) (0) 86
(a) (a) (9) (s ) (9)  (a) (z) (x) (0) L6
(a) (a) (9) (a) (9) (a) (z) (x) (0) 96
(a) (a) (9) (a) (9) (a) (z) ( 1) (0) S6
(a) (a) (9) (a) (9 )  ( a ) (z) (x) (0) f 6
(a) (a) (9) (a ) (9) (a) (z) (x) (0) 86
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9) (a) (z) (1) (0) S6
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9 )  ( a ) (z) (1) (9) 16
(a) (a) ( 9) ( a ) (9 )  ( a ) (z) (1) (9) 06
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9) (a) (z) (1) (0) 68
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9) (a) (z) (x) (0 ) 88
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9) (a) (z) (1) (0 ) £8
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9 )  ( a ) (z) (x) (0 ) 98
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9) (a) (z) (x) (0 ) S8
(a) (a) (9) (a) (9) (a) (z) (x) (0 ) £8
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9 )  ( a ) (z) (x) (0 ) 88
(a ) (a) (9) ( a ) (9 )  ( a ) (z) ( t ) (0 ) S8
(a) (a) {9) ( a ) (9 )  ( a ) (z) ( 1) (0 ) 18
(a) (a) (9) ( a ) (9) (a) (z) <x) (0 ) 08
(a) (a) (9) (a) (9 )  ( a ) (z) ( 1) (0 ) 6£
•on
6 Z »P!S— Z P«3 uousanft
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APPENDIX D
Covering Letter for Initial Survey
0
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OFFICE OF ORGANIZATION RESEARCH
Psychology Department 
Peabody Hall 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge 3, Louisiana
January 22, 1962
Dear Sir:
We are requesting your cooperation in conducting a nationwide survey 
to determine various characteristics of industrial firms. The enclosed 
questionnaire is comprised of questions concerning various personnel 
policies, management and worker characteristics as well as general 
characteristics (e. g., age of firm, number of employees) of industrial 
firms.
Enclosed with the questionnaire are two answer cards. For each 
question on the questionnaire, select the one option athat best describes 
your firm and fill in the appropriate box on the answer cards with a 
soft No. 1 or No. 2 lead pencil like this (•) .The transferring of your 
answers to the answer cards will both facilitate data analysis and allow 
you to keep the questionnaire for reference purposes. If you are a 
branch of a larger firm, then please report data for your branch only. 
Please anwer all questions and return the two answer cards to us in 
the return envelope.
We will be glad to sen/) you, within a few months, a synopsis of 
the findings from the first survey which is to be comprised of the 
returns from 3,000 manufacturing firms throughout the continental 
United States. If you desire a synopsis, please indicate so by 
checking the yes option of the appropriate item (next to last item 
on the questionnaire).
Your cooperation in returning the questionnaire will be greatly 
appreciated and you can rest assured that the data pertaining to your 
particular firm will be held in strict confidence. The synopsis is ' 
to be composed of summary tabulations which will in no way identify 
individual firms.
Sincerely yours,
George J. Palmer, Jr. 
Director
Enclosures:
APPENDIX E
Covering Letter for Reliability Sample
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OFFICE OF ORGANIZATION RESEARCH 
Psychology Department 
Peabody Hall 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge 3, Louisiana
March 15, 1962
Dear Sirs
We have received your reply to our survey and appreciate very much 
your cooperation in this matter.
Before we tabulate our returns, we are checking to make sure that 
our records are correct and complete for all companies which have replied 
to our survey. In order to facilitate this checking, we would like to 
ask for your cooperation by your answering again the enclosed question­
naire from your own records. Please circle the correct answer on the 
enclosed printed questionnaire and kindly return it to us in the return 
envelope.
As we have indicated before, all of this information will be held 
in the strictest confidence. The summary report, which we will send to 
all cooperating firms, will contain only summary tabulations which will 
in no way identify individual firms.
This cross check on our information will help us to establish the 
accuracy of information to be included in our report to you. It will be 
appreciated if you will please return this questionnaire to us as soon as 
possible 30 as to assure the timeliness of the report.
Cordially
George J. Palmer, Jr., Ph.D. 
Industrial Psychologist 
Director
GJPids
Enclosures
APPENDIX F
*
Covering Letter For Follow-up Sample
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OFFICE OF ORGANIZATION RESEARCH 
Psychology Department 
Peabody Hall 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge 3, Louisiana
March 15, 1962
Dear Sir:
About six weeks ago you received a request to cooperate in a survey 
of American manufacturing firms. We hope that you will be able to co­
operate with us and answer the questionnaire which was sent to you. It 
is our desire to have a large and representative sample of American 
companies in this survey so as to make the information more generally 
useful.
We are enclosing for your convenience an additional copy of the 
questionnaire which you may answer simply by circling the correct answer 
and returning this in the enclosed envelope.
As we have indicated before, all of this information will be held in 
the strictest confidence. The summary report, which we will send to all 
cooperating firms, will contain only summary tabulations which will in 
no way identify individual firms.
It will be appreciated if you will please return this questionnaire 
to us as soon as possible so as to assure the timeliness of the report. 
If you have already returned our questionnaire, please disregard this 
reminder.
Cordially,
George J. Palmer, Jr., Ph.D 
Industrial Psychologist 
Director
GJPsds
Enclosures
VITA
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